
 

 
January 26, 2021 
 
 
 
Via email: shareholderproposals@sec.gov 
 
Office of Chief Counsel  
Division of Corporation Finance  
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission  
100 F Street, NE  
Washington, DC 20549  
 
 
RE: Stockholder Proposal of the National Center for Public Policy Research, Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 – Rule 14a-8 
 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen,  
 
This correspondence is in response to the letter of Marc S. Gerber (the “Supplemental No-Action 
Request”) on behalf of Johnson & Johnson (the “Company”) dated January 20, 2021, further 
requesting that your office (the “Commission” or “Staff”) take no action if the Company omits 
our Shareholder Proposal (the “Proposal”) from its 2021 proxy materials for its 2021 annual 
shareholder meeting. 
 
 

RESPONSE TO JOHNSON & JOHNSON’S SUPPLEMENTAL CLAIMS 
 
Our Proposal asks the Board of Directors to prepare a report based on a review of the Business 
Roundtable (BRT) Statement of the Purpose of a Corporation (“the Statement”) to “provide the 
board’s perspective regarding whether and how our Company’s governance and management 
systems can or must be altered to fully implement the Statement of Purpose, and what our 
Company should do if the Statement cannot be reconciled with current practices and 
commitments.”  That Statement was signed by Johnson & Johnson CEO Alex Gorsky.  In our 
Proposal we made clear that we sought a report that considered and sought to reconcile current 
Company behaviors that diverged from the commitments made in the Statement, and that 
grappled with the possibility that coherent adherence to the Statement, given our Company’s 
divergences from it, might prove impossible, thus requiring our withdrawal from the Statement.  
We further sought a report that established, if possible, methods and means to ensure that the 
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Company’s adoption of the Statement did not, by making nominal commitments to sometimes-
orthogonally aligned stakeholders, in effect absolve the Company of accountability to any 
stakeholders, which would surely have violated the spirit and the letter of the Statement. 
 
The Company seeks to exclude this proposal “pursuant to … Rule 14a-8(i)(10) because Johnson 
& Johnson has already substantially implemented the Proposal; and Rule 14a-8(i)(7) because the 
Proposal deals with matters relating to Johnson & Johnson’s ordinary business operations.”1 
 
In its Supplemental No-Action Request the Company argues that we erred in our reply to its no-
action request in suggesting that McKesson Corp. (May 26, 2020) is controlling here, and asserts 
that, instead, Apple Inc. (Dec 17, 2020) controls.  Each of these contentions, though, is wrong, as 
we will explain below, meaning that the Company has not substantially – or in any meaningful 
and thoughtful way – implemented our Proposal, defeating its Rule 14a-8(i)(10) claim.  And 
because of this, the Company cannot maintain its Rule 14a-8(i)(7) assertion, which has been 
reduced to nothing more than a claim that it may treat our Proposal as ordinary business because 
it has already substantially implemented our Proposal.  The Company has tacitly admitted that 
the subject-matter here does not implicate ordinary business matters.  It has not substantially 
implemented our Proposal as submitted in this proceeding.  Our Proposal is therefore not 
properly excludable.   
 
Under Rule 14a-8(g), the Company bears the burden of persuading the Staff that it may omit our 
Proposal. The Company has failed to meet that burden. The Commission has explicitly held that 
a proposal functionally indistinguishable from ours may not be omitted for the very reasons 
raised by the Company here.  The Company’s newly raised precedent is inapposite because the 
language of our Proposal here is materially different from the language of the proposal in Apple 
Inc.  Because the only complete, properly contested precedent in this instance establishes that a 
no-action determination would be inappropriate in this context, we urge the Commission to reject 
the Company’s no-action request. 
 
 

Analysis 
 

I. The Company Has Failed to Satisfy Our Proposal’s Objectives. 
 
The Company argues that our Proposal is functionally different than the proposal in McKesson, 
therefore invalidating it as controlling precedent.  Its demonstrations of some textual differences, 
though, do not establish that point.  Our Proposal is not an exact textual replication of the 
McKesson proposal, and it need not be for the precedent to apply.  The question is whether it 
would require of the Company a functionally equivalent inquiry and then whether the Company 
has demonstrated that it has fulfilled that functionally equivalent inquiry, or has responded in a 
comparably insufficient way. 

 
1 Letter from Marc S. Gerber to Office of the Chief Counsel, Division of Corporation Finance, Securities 
and Exchange Commission 2 (Oct. 16, 2020) (“No-Action Request”).  
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Here, the inquiry sought by our Proposal is functionally equivalent to the one sought in 
McKesson, while the Company’s attempt at demonstrating substantial implementation is even 
more wanting in this instance than it was in McKesson.  McKesson therefore controls, with the 
result that our Proposal is not excludable.   
 
The Company argues that our Proposal is sufficiently different from the McKesson proposal 
because we didn’t include in our Proposal an acknowledgement that the company’s policies are 
already somewhat aligned with the Statement.2  But the failure to include this gratuitous 
language is not material – and, anyway, is implied by the fact that we’re asking the company, 
relevantly, for a report on how the company can more fully align its governance and 
management systems with the Statement.3  We helpfully added, as did the proponent in 
McKesson, examples of behaviors that suggested that that alignment remains incomplete.  This 
makes our Proposal functionally indistinguishable from the one in McKesson.4 
 
All that remains, then, is the question of whether the Company’s response substantially 
implemented our Proposal in a way that the company’s response in McKesson did not.  But as we 
established in our reply, the Company’s response was similarly insufficient:  simply citing its 
Credo.5  We know and the Company knows that this is an insufficient response to our Proposal.  
Consider, in this regard, the statements made by CEO Alex Gorsky in response to and at the time 
of the adoption of the Statement, which we quoted in our reply.6  He surely does not believe that 
the Statement, and increasing to full alignment with it, requires nothing more than a quick glance 
at a company’s extended mission statement to make sure that there is some rhetorical consonance 
between that mission statement and the Statement itself.  It’s absurd of the Company now to ask 
us, or the Staff, to believe it. 
 
Finally, the Company raises Apple Inc. and asserts that its precedent controls in this proceeding, 
while attempting to shame us for not having raised it ourselves.  In this regard, we remind the 
Company that it bears the burden of making the case for exclusion, and it, in making that case, 

 
2 See Letter from Marc S. Gerber to Office of the Chief Counsel, Division of Corporation Finance, 
Securities and Exchange Commission 2 (Jan. 20, 2021) (“Supplemental No-Action Request”). 
3 See Letter from Scott Shepard to Office of the Chief Counsel, Division of Corporation Finance, 
Securities and Exchange Commission 5-6, fn. 9 (Jan. 11, 2021) (“No-Action Reply”) (discussion of the 
interpretation of “and” and “or” in legal documents to avoid meretricious obstruction by challenging 
reasonable interpretation with sophistry). 
4 The Company’s throwaway line that “the suggestion that the essential objective of [our] Proposal needs 
to be ‘divined’ by inquiry beyond the plain text of [our] Proposal, as the Proponent’s Letter puts forth, is 
baseless” is bizarre.  We made no such suggestion, and the Company cites none.  We do assert that the 
Company should read and understand as a complete expression the whole of our Proposal, and all such 
proposals, but we never suggested any additional inquiries beyond the four corners of our Proposal.  That 
suggestion isn’t baseless.  It’s imaginary. 
5 See id. at 6, 8-9. 
6 See id. at 11-12. 
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did not raise Apple Inc., giving us nothing to respond to.  As an initial matter, its failure to raise 
Apple Inc. in its no-action request, submitted more than a month after Apple Inc. issued, means 
its inclusion is untimely and precludes it from being raised now.   
 
Yet because the Company has now raised Apple Inc., in however untimely a way, we will 
respond in substance.  We assumed that the Company failed to raise Apple Inc. in its initial no-
action request because it rightly recognized that Apple Inc. is not relevant to this proceeding.  
Yes, it did involve a proposal that we submitted.  But in response to the objections raised by 
Apple in that proceeding, we modified our Proposal for this proceeding.  The Apple Inc. proposal 
asked “whether” that company “should” alter its government and management systems in order 
to more fully align them with the Statement.  Our Proposal in this proceeding, by contrast, asks, 
inter alia, “how” the Company “can” alter these systems to achieve fuller implementation.  As a 
result of these emendations, and the resulting differences between our Proposal here and the 
Apple Inc. proposal, which differences the Company failed to mention or consider, the Apple Inc. 
precedent is not relevant here.  McKesson still controls, and requires a finding that our Proposal 
is not excludable because the Company has done nothing whatever to consider “how” the 
Company “can” more fully align its governance and management systems with the Statement.  
 
 

II. By Its Own Logic, the Company’s Failure to Address the Proposal’s Objectives 
Removes Its Last Remaining Claim That the Proposal Can Be Excluded as Related 
to Ordinary Business.   

 
In attempting to keep its Rule 14a-8(i)(7) ordinary business operations claim alive, the Company 
instead effectively obliterates it.  It admits that the Company never, in its deliberations in 
response to our Proposal, determined “that the [BRT] Statement and its commitment to 
stakeholder primacy is a minor, ordinary business issue that is not of significant concern,” nor 
even that “the Proposal does not present a significant issue to Johnson & Johnson.”7  Rather, the 
Company reduces its Rule 14a-8(i)(7) claim to an assertion that the Company, through the 
Board’s Nominating & Corporate Governance Committee, “analyzed whether the Proposal was 
significant to Johnson & Johnson in light of the fact that Johnson & Johnson has already 
addressed the policy issue raised by the Proposal.” 
 
This, though, represents a misreading and misuse of Rule 14a-8(i)(7), one that makes it, when 
used this way, wholly parasitical on Rule 14a-8(i)(10).  To say “a matter becomes one of 
ordinary business if we can show that we’ve already substantially implemented it,” is to say 
“how our Rule 14a-8(i)(10) claim is determined wholly decides our Rule 14a-8(i)(7) claim.”  
This makes the claim pointless.  And because here, as we’ve established above and in our reply 
to the original no-action request,8 the Company’s Rule 14a-8(i)(10) claim fails, its wholly 
derivative Rule 14a-8(i)(7) claim fails as well.  Our Proposal, by the Company’s own implicit 
admission, raises objectives which, if not already substantially implemented, cannot be omitted 

 
7 Supplemental No-Action Request at 3.  
8 No-Action Reply at 3-7. 
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under Rule 14a-8(i)(7).  The objectives have not been substantially implemented.  Our Proposal 
therefore cannot be omitted under Rule 14a-8(i)(7). 
 
 

Conclusion  
 
For the above reasons, we urge the Staff to find that our Proposal may not be omitted under Rule 
14a-8(i)(10) or under Rule 14a-8(i)(7). 
 
The Company has clearly failed to meet its burden that it may exclude our Proposal under Rule 
14a-8(g). Therefore, based upon the analysis set forth above, we respectfully request that the 
Staff reject Johnson & Johnson’s request for a no-action letter concerning our Proposal. 
 
A copy of this correspondence has been timely provided to the Company. If I can provide 
additional materials to address any queries the Commission may have with respect to this letter, 
please do not hesitate to call me at (202) 507-6398 or email me at sshepard@nationalcenter.org. 
 
       Sincerely,  

 
       Scott Andrew Shepard 
 
 
cc: Marc S. Gerber, Skadden, Arps (marc.gerber@skadden.com)   

Justin Danhof, National Center for Public Policy Research  
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BY EMAIL (shareholderproposals@sec.gov) 

January 20, 2021 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
Division of Corporation Finance 
Office of Chief Counsel 
100 F Street, N.E. 
Washington, D.C.  20549

RE: Johnson & Johnson – 2021 Annual Meeting  
Supplement to Letter dated December 16, 2020 
Relating to Shareholder Proposal of 
the National Center for Public Policy Research             

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

We refer to our letter dated December 16, 2020 (the “No-Action Request”),

submitted on behalf of our client, Johnson & Johnson, pursuant to which we requested 
that the Staff of the Division of Corporation Finance (the “Staff”) of the U.S. Securities

and Exchange Commission (the “Commission”) concur with Johnson & Johnson’s view 
that the shareholder proposal and supporting statement (the “Proposal”) submitted by

the National Center for Public Policy Research (the “Proponent”) may be excluded from 
the proxy materials to be distributed by Johnson & Johnson in connection with its 2021 
annual meeting of shareholders (the “2021 proxy materials”).

This letter is in response to the letter to the Staff, dated January 11, 2021, 
submitted by the Proponent (the “Proponent’s Letter”), and supplements the No-Action 
Request.  In accordance with Rule 14a-8(j), a copy of this letter also is being sent to the 
Proponent. 
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I. Johnson & Johnson Has Satisfied the Proposal’s Essential Objective. 

In arguing that Johnson & Johnson has not substantially implemented the 
Proposal, the Proponent’s Letter primarily attempts to draw a comparison to the Staff’s

decision in McKesson Corp. (May 26, 2020), stating that “the operative language of our 
Proposal is functionally the same as that used in the proposal in McKesson.” This

argument is neither legally nor factually sound.  As noted in the No-Action Request, in 
determining whether to permit exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10), the Staff considers 
whether a company’s policies, practices and procedures compare favorably with the

guidelines of the proposal.  Whether or not the proposal in McKesson is “functionally

the same” as the Proposal is irrelevant to the determination of whether Johnson &

Johnson, through its policies, practices and procedures, has substantially implemented 
the Proposal.  Moreover, accepting the Proponent’s argument would require the Staff to

ignore the actual text of the Proposal.   

As described in the No-Action Request, there are meaningful distinctions 
between the instant Proposal and the one at issue in McKesson.  In this regard, the 
proposal in McKesson acknowledged that “[s]hareholders assume that [c]ompany 
policies and practices are aligned with the [Business Roundtable’s Statement on the 
Purpose of a Corporation (the “BRT Statement”)]” and, therefore, sought a further 
report on how to “better align” those practices with the BRT Statement. The company’s

argument that it already complied with the BRT Statement was thus insufficient in 
addressing the essential objective of the proposal.  In contrast, the instant Proposal 
requests a report on “whether and how” Johnson & Johnson can fully implement the

BRT Statement.  In addition, to the extent the Proposal seeks a reconciliation of 
Johnson & Johnson’s actions with the BRT Statement, the No-Action Request 
addressed this concern, noting that “to the extent the Proposal requests a reconciliation 
of current practices and commitments that do not align with the BRT Statement, such a 
request similarly does not present a significant issue because there effectively are no 
significant differences” between the principles by which Johnson & Johnson operates 
and the principles in the BRT Statement.  Further, the suggestion that the essential 
objective of the Proposal needs to be “divined” by inquiry beyond the plain text of the

Proposal, as the Proponent’s Letter puts forth, is baseless.    

In addition, the Proponent’s Letter mistakenly asserts that the Staff’s decision in 
JPMorgan Chase & Co. (Feb. 5, 2020) was “superseded” by McKesson.  In this 
puzzling assertion, the Proponent’s Letter overlooks the Staff’s more recent decision in

Apple Inc. (Dec. 17, 2020)* – puzzling, as the Proponent was also the proponent in 
Apple – permitting the exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of a proposal requesting a 
report on whether the company’s governance and management systems should be

altered to fully implement the BRT Statement.  In that instance, the company argued it 

*  Citations marked with an asterisk indicate Staff decisions issued without a letter. 
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already operated in accordance with the principles in the BRT Statement and supported 
that conclusion with an analysis from the company’s nominating and corporate

governance committee.  The proposal in Apple, like the proposal in JPMorgan and the 
instant Proposal, can be distinguished from the proposal in McKesson because it was 
focused on whether the company was operating in alignment with the BRT Statement, 
not on how the company could further align its operations with the BRT Statement.  
Accordingly, as described in the No-Action Request, the Proposal is excludable under 
Rule 14a-8(i)(10). 

II. The Proposal Deals with Matters Relating to Johnson & Johnson’s
Ordinary Business Operations.

As described below, the Proponent’s Letter mischaracterizes the conclusion of 
Johnson & Johnson’s Nominating & Corporate Governance Committee (the 
“Committee”) that the Proposal does not present a significant policy issue to Johnson & 
Johnson.  In this respect, the Proponent’s Letter states that the Committee determined 
“that the [BRT] Statement and its commitment to stakeholder primacy is a minor, 
ordinary business issue that is not of significant concern.” The Committee, however, 
did not reach this conclusion.  Instead, the Committee determined that the BRT 
Statement does not subject Johnson & Johnson to any new commitments and therefore 
that the Proposal does not present a significant issue to Johnson & Johnson.  In making 
this determination, the Committee did not analyze whether the Proposal held broad 
significance; rather, it analyzed whether the Proposal was significant to Johnson & 
Johnson in light of the fact that Johnson & Johnson has already addressed the policy 
issue raised by the Proposal.  Accordingly, as described in the No-Action Request, the 
Proposal is excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) as relating to the Johnson & Johnson’s

ordinary business operations. 

III. Conclusion

For the reasons stated above and in the No-Action Request, Johnson & Johnson 
respectfully requests that the Staff concur that it will take no action if Johnson & 
Johnson excludes the Proposal from its 2021 proxy materials. 
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Should the Staff disagree with the conclusions set forth in this letter, or should 
any additional information be desired in support of Johnson & Johnson’s position, we

would appreciate the opportunity to confer with the Staff concerning these matters prior 
to the issuance of the Staff’s response.  Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned 
at (202) 371-7233. 

Very truly yours, 

Marc S. Gerber 

cc: Matthew Orlando  
Worldwide Vice President, Corporate Governance and Corporate Secretary 
Johnson & Johnson 

Justin Danhof 
General Counsel 
The National Center for Public Policy Research 



 

 
January 11, 2021 
 
 
 
Via email: shareholderproposals@sec.gov 
 
Office of Chief Counsel  
Division of Corporation Finance  
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission  
100 F Street, NE  
Washington, DC 20549  
 
 
RE: Stockholder Proposal of the National Center for Public Policy Research, Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934 – Rule 14a-8 
 
 
Ladies and Gentlemen,  
 
This correspondence is in response to the letter of Marc S. Gerber on behalf of Johnson & 
Johnson (the “Company”) dated December 16, 2020, requesting that your office (the 
“Commission” or “Staff”) take no action if the Company omits our Shareholder Proposal (the 
“Proposal”) from its 2021 proxy materials for its 2021 annual shareholder meeting. 
 
 

RESPONSE TO JOHNSON & JOHNSON’S CLAIMS 
 
Our Proposal asks the Board of Directors to prepare a report based on a review of the Business 
Roundtable (BRT) Statement of the Purpose of a Corporation (“the Statement”) to “provide the 
board’s perspective regarding whether and how our Company’s governance and management 
systems can or must be altered to fully implement the Statement of Purpose, and what our 
Company should do if the Statement cannot be reconciled with current practices and 
commitments.”1  That Statement was signed by Johnson & Johnson CEO Alex Gorsky.  In our 

 
1 See Business Roundtable, STATEMENT ON THE PURPOSE OF A CORPORATION (Aug. 19, 2019), available 
at https://opportunity.businessroundtable.org/ourcommitment/ (last accessed Oct. 26, 2020).  In relevant 
part, the Statement asserts that  

While each of our individual companies serves its own corporate purpose, we share a 
fundamental commitment to all of our stakeholders. We commit to: 
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Proposal we made clear that we sought a report that considered and sought to reconcile current 
Company behaviors that diverged from the commitments made in the Statement, and that 
grappled with the possibility that coherent adherence to the Statement, given our Company’s 
divergences from it, might prove impossible, thus requiring our withdrawal from the Statement.  
We further sought a report that established, if possible, methods and means to ensure that the 
Company’s adoption of the Statement did not, by making nominal commitments to sometimes-
orthogonally aligned stakeholders, in effect absolve the Company of accountability to any 
stakeholders, which would surely have violated the spirit and the letter of the Statement. 
 
The Company seeks to exclude this proposal “pursuant to … Rule 14a-8(i)(10) because Johnson 
& Johnson has already substantially implemented the Proposal; and Rule 14a-8(i)(7) because the 
Proposal deals with matters relating to Johnson & Johnson’s ordinary business operations.”2 
 
The Company’s no-action request fails in the face of exactly applicable precedent to the 
contrary.  In McKesson Corp. (avail. May 26, 2020), the Staff rejected a request by McKesson to 
permit omission of a proposal that is functionally indistinguishable from our Proposal.  Though 
the Staff issued no explanation of its decision, the proceedings demonstrate that in that case 
McKesson showed that it had some policies and programs that were reasonably aligned with the 
Statement, but failed to conduct or publish the reasonably searching inquiry that the proponents 
sought, and failed even to investigate the specific instances of non-conformity raised by the 
proponents or attempt to account for the incongruity between lofty commitments and disparate 
realities.  Circumstances in this proceeding are the same, except that here the Company did not 
even point to any management systems or programs designed to respond to the interests of all 
stakeholders and to weigh and reconcile competing stakeholder interests coherently while 
maintaining fiduciary duties.  Rather, it pointed only to passages in its Credo, an extended 
mission statement (and in one case to a set of generic supplier standards).  And because the 

 
Delivering value to our customers. We will further the tradition of American companies 
leading the way in meeting or exceeding customer expectations. 
Investing in our employees. This starts with compensating them fairly and providing 
important benefits. It also includes supporting them through training and education that 
help develop new skills for a rapidly changing world. We foster diversity and inclusion, 
dignity and respect. 
Dealing fairly and ethically with our suppliers. We are dedicated to serving as good 
partners to the other companies, large and small, that help us meet our missions. 
Supporting the communities in which we work. We respect the people in our 
communities and protect the environment by embracing sustainable practices across our 
businesses. 
Generating long-term value for shareholders, who provide the capital that allows 
companies to invest, grow and innovate. We are committed to transparency and 
effective engagement with shareholders. 

Id. 
2 Letter from Marc S. Gerber to Office of the Chief Counsel, Division of Corporation Finance, Securities 
and Exchange Commission 2 (Oct. 16, 2020) (“No-Action Request”).  
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Company, like McKesson, failed to undertake the requisite, systemic inquiry, its lip-service 
assertions that it has reached the required conclusions are empty. 
 
Under Rule 14a-8(g), the Company bears the burden of persuading the Staff that it may omit our 
Proposal. The Company has failed to meet that burden. The Commission has explicitly held that 
a proposal materially indistinguishable from ours may not be omitted for the very reasons raised 
by the Company here.  The Company’s only precedent to the contrary is inapposite because the 
no-action request in that proceeding went uncontested. Because the only complete, properly 
contested precedent in this instance establishes that a no-action determination would be 
inappropriate in this context, we urge the Commission to reject the Company’s no-action request. 
 
 

Analysis 
 
Part I.  Rule 14-8(i)(10) Analysis. 
 
A.  Rule 14-8(i)(10) 
 
Under Rule 14a-8(i)(10), a company may exclude a shareholder proposal if it can meaningfully 
demonstrate that “the company has already substantially implemented the proposal.” Rule 14a-
8(i)(10) exclusion is “designed to avoid the possibility of shareholders having to consider matters 
which already have been favorably acted upon by management.” See Exchange Act Release No. 
12598 (regarding predecessor to Rule 14a- 8(i)(10)) (emphasis added). A company can be said to 
have “substantially implemented” a proposal when its “policies, practices and procedures 
compare favorably with the guidelines of the proposal.” See Texaco, Inc. (avail. March 8, 1991). 
 
As the proponents in McKesson rightly explained, 
 

[i]n order for a Company to meet its burden of proving substantial implementation 
pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(10), the actions in question must compare favorably with 
the guidelines and essential purpose of the Proposal. The Staff has noted that a 
determination that a company has substantially implemented a proposal depends 
upon whether a company’s particular policies, practices, and procedures compare 
favorably with the guidelines of the proposal. Texaco, Inc. (Mar. 28, 1991). 
Substantial implementation under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) requires a company’s actions 
to have satisfactorily addressed both the proposal’s guidelines and its essential 
objective. See, e.g., Exelon Corp. (Feb. 26, 2010). Thus, when a company can 
demonstrate that it has already taken actions that meet most of the guidelines of a 
proposal and meet the proposal’s essential purpose, the Staff has concurred that the 
proposal has been “substantially implemented.” In the current instance, the 
Company has substantially fulfilled neither the guidelines nor the essential purpose 
of the Proposal, and therefore the Proposal cannot be excluded under Rule (i)(10). 
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B.  The Proposal Is Functionally Indistinguishable From the Proposal That the Staff 
Determined Could Not Be Omitted in the McKesson Proceeding.  
 
The resolution of the shareholder proposal submitted in the McKesson proceeding requested that  
 

our Board review the BRT Statement of the Purpose of a Corporation, signed by 
our Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, and prepare a report discussing options 
as to how our Company's governance and management systems can be altered to 
better align with the Statement of Purpose. The report may include the Board's 
perspective on benefits and drawbacks of the options considered, as well as the 
board's recommendations. 

 
Our Proposal is functionally indistinguishable from the proposal that the Staff allowed in 
McKesson. Per the resolution of our Proposal:  
 

[s]hareholders request our Board … provide the [B]oard’s perspective regarding 
whether and how our Company’s governance and management systems can or must 
be altered to fully implement the Statement of Purpose, and what our Company 
should do if the Statement cannot be reconciled with current practices and 
commitments. 
 

Just as the Company does now, McKesson argued that it had already substantially implemented 
the proposal, per Rule 14a-8(i)(10). As the operative language of our Proposal is functionally the 
same as that used in the proposal in McKesson, consistency dictates that the Staff reject Johnson 
& Johnson’s no-action request on these grounds.3 
 
The Company makes a fleeting argument that the McKesson Proposal is distinguishable from our 
Proposal because the former asked for a report on “how our Company's governance and 
management systems can be altered to better align” with the Statement,4 while ours asked “how 
our Company’s governance and management systems can … be altered to fully implement the 
Statement.”5  We fail to see any even semantic reason – and the Company provides none – why a 
proposal seeking a report that would look into specific ongoing company practice to discover 
how management systems (not mere rhetoric, like the Credo) can be improved to “better” 
implement would be non-excludable, while one seeking the same improvements to achieve full 
implementation, or to consider why full implementation is impossible, would not.  This is a 
distinction without any functional difference at all, which is why the Company supplies none.  
 
 

 
3 Letter from Sanford J. Lewis to Office of the Chief Counsel, Division of Corporation Finance, Securities 
and Exchange Commission 3 (February 11, 2020) (“McKesson No-Action Reply”). 
4 No-Action Request, supra note 2, at 9. 
5 Free Enterprise Project, NATIONAL CENTER, REPORT ON COMPANY’S INVOLVEMENT WITH BUSINESS 
ROUNDTABLE “STATEMENT ON THE PURPOSE OF A CORPORATION” (attached) (“Proposal”). 
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C.  As in McKesson, the Company Has Mischaracterized the Purpose of Our Proposal in Its 
Claim Already to Have Substantially Satisfied It. 
 
In McKesson, the proponent’s proposal, upon which, as just demonstrated, our Proposal is 
materially modeled, was mischaracterized by McKesson in its assertions that the proposal had 
been substantially implemented.  In that case, McKesson treated that proposal as seeking to 
determine whether the “[c]ompany has already fulfilled the essential objectives of the Proposal 
with its disclosures about its existing governance and management systems that demonstrate 
alignment with the BRT Statement.”6 
 
The proponents in McKesson identified and objected to this mischaracterization.  As they 
explained, McKesson 
 

[m]ischaracterize[d] the purpose of the Proposal as asking the Company to address 
the impact of Company decisions on each of the five stakeholder populations, going 
to great lengths to demonstrate the actions it has already taken to take stakeholder 
interest into account. However, the purpose of the Proposal is not to merely ensure 
that [McKesson] has some programs or practices that consider or serve the five 
categories of stakeholders named in the Statement.7 

 
The Company in this proceeding mischaracterized our Proposal in the same way, and to the same 
effect.   It asserted that “the essential objective of [our Proposal] is to report on the actions 
Johnson & Johnson must take to implement the Business Roundtable’s “Statement on the 
Purpose of a Corporation.”8  It then quoted from our Proposal, but ignored the fact that the 
passage that it quoted included the requirement that the Board’s report review the ways in which 
the Company “can or must” implement the Statement – which, under standard and common legal 
canons of construction, means that our Proposal seeks a report responsible to both categories:  
can do and must do.9  It also quoted the language that the report should consider what Johnson & 

 
6 Letter from Alan F. Denenberg to Office of the Chief Counsel, Division of Corporation Finance, 
Securities and Exchange Commission 3 (March 30, 2020).   
7 McKesson No-Action Reply, supra note 3, at 2-3. 
8 No-Action Request, supra note 2, at 5. 
9 An exceedingly common and well-known canon of legal interpretation, highlighted perhaps most 
famously in the long-standing interpretation of the Necessary & Proper Clause first articulated in 
McCullogh v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat) 316 (1819), is that the words “and” and “or” are interpreted 
interchangeably in order to give all of the words of a document meaning and purpose, and to avoid 
conundra in which an obstreperous party could, were the canon not in place, assert evasive interpretations 
of a text regardless of the conjunction selected.  As such, the canon applies perfectly here.  There is no 
question that what we meant in our Proposal was that we sought a report listing (a) what the Company 
can do to fully implement the Statement; (b) what the Company must do to achieve the same end; and (c) 
how the Company should proceed should it find that doing what it can or must do to fully implement the 
Statement would either put it in violation of law or leave it effectively responsible to no stakeholders.  
With a 500-word limit on proposals, we were unable in our Proposal to explain our obvious purpose in 
the tedious detail that usually characterizes legal documents, but this limit makes the application of this 
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Johnson “should do if the Statement cannot be reconciled with current practices and 
commitments,” while ignoring the passage in the body of our Proposal that makes clear that this 
requirement addresses concerns that were the Company to do all it can to implement the 
Statement, its efforts would either dissolve into incoherence or violate the spirit of the Statement 
and its own legal obligations by “reduc[ing] real accountability to shareholders and all other 
stakeholders generally and in effect result in genuine accountability to none.”10    
 
The Company then demonstrated that various aspects of its Credo allude to the five categories of 
stakeholders identified in the Statement.11  But this is in no way responsive to, far less a 
substantial implementation of, our Proposal.  The Company, like McKesson, failed properly to 
divine – or to admit – the true and clear purpose of the proposal.  As in McKesson,12 what our 
Proposal seeks is a searching analysis of how the Company can more fully align itself with the 
Statement – and, uniquely, how it should respond if it finds that taking those steps would lead it 
into conceptual, legal or related difficulties.  The Company has failed even to attempt that 
analysis.  
 
 
D.  As in McKesson, the Company Has Fulfilled Neither the Guidelines nor the Essential 
Purpose of Our Proposal. 
 
In McKesson and in the instant proceeding, each company responded to the proponents’ requests 
by listing the ways in which its current policies rhetorically support the stakeholder groups 
explicitly identified in the Statement.  Both failed, however, to consider ways in which various 
company behaviors failed to comport with the Statement, or otherwise to explain how the 
company’s behavior could be altered to conform more fully with the Statement while fulfilling 
legal obligations, and what to do if the actions that it could take to increase alignment with the 
Statement would create conceptual, legal or other difficulties.   
 
In McKesson, the failure to fulfill the guidelines and essential purpose arose from a failure to 
consider explicitly how to respond to demonstrated failures of McKesson to conform its behavior 
to the Statement’s standards.13  The Company in this proceeding fails the same test in the same 
way.  As we indicated in our Proposal, “[a]n Oklahoma court has recently found our Company 
guilty of under-considering customer-stakeholder concerns by ‘fueling the state's opioid crises.’ 
It ‘ordered the corporation to pay $572 million … one of the biggest monetary awards in U.S. 

 
standard legal canon vital in this instance.  (Consider that had we written “can and must,” the Company 
would now be making the same claim about the “essential objective” of our Proposal.  This is exactly the 
sort of sophistry that the canon is designed to short-circuit.)  
10 Proposal, supra note 5. 
11 See id. at 4-12. 
12 See McKesson No-Action Reply, supra note 3, at 3 (“the purpose of the [proposal at issue in 
McKesson] is to spur a review of the Company’s management and governance systems documents with 
an eye toward more fully implementing the Statement across all of its activities and programs.”). 
13 See McKesson No-Action Reply, supra note 3, at 4. 
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history.’”14  We further noted that “[o]ur Company has been referred to as America’s ‘most 
admired lawbreaker’ because of a string of transgressions against a vast array of stakeholder 
interests stretching back to our Company’s founding.”15 In the few words allotted to us as 
proponents we demonstrated that despite the Company’s recital of parts of a mission statement 
that favor some stakeholders in some instances, the Company is still failing to make its lofty 
aspirations work on the ground for all stakeholders in sometimes very stark circumstances.  Our 
examples were meant to point the Company toward the inquiry into Company governance and 
management systems, and into the potential conflicts created by fuller implementation of the 
Statement, that we asked it to undertake.  The Company instead wants to do nothing, which is 
not “substantial implementation.”   
 
And as we have already noted, our Proposal asked the Company to establish “clear mechanisms 
… to implement the” Statement to ensure that the end result was not to leave the Company 
effectively “accountabl[e] to none” of its stakeholders, which would contravene both the 
Statement and the Company’s legally binding fiduciary obligations to shareholders.  In this 
regard it sought a functionally indistinguishable showing from that sought in McKesson, i.e., 
“how the Company’s governance documents will prioritize and reconcile the needs and support 
of different stakeholder groups henceforth across the Company’s activities,”16 and additionally, 
in our case, whether such reconciliation is even possible under a stakeholder model divorced 
from the underlying strictures of shareholder primacy. 
 
In failing to grapple with these examples and other instances of divergence between commitment 
and real behavior, and in failing to conduct a systemic review of its governance and management 
systems, the Company has failed to consider how far it diverges from its Statement 
commitments, and whether or how it can bring itself into line with those goals. 
 
The Company has also therefore failed to contemplate or respond to the possibility that, upon 
consideration of the results of the systemic review sought by our Proposal, the Company might 
conclude that a genuine – as opposed to its current notional – commitment to the Statement could 
not be achieved with fidelity to current corporate law, to the Company’s owners, or to other legal 
obligations faced by the Company and its leaders.  This searching inquiry was contemplated by 
and included in the resolution and guidelines of our Proposal, but was ignored by the Company 
entirely. 
 
 

 
14 Proposal, supra note 5 (citing https://www.cbsnews.com/news/johnson-johnson-opioid-verdict-
company-found-guilty-in-oklahoma-by-district-judge-in-opioid-abuse-lawsuit/). 
15 Id. (citing https://highline.huffingtonpost.com/miracleindustry/americas-most-admired-lawbreaker/). 
16 See McKesson No-Action Reply, supra note 3, at 5. 
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E.  The Company Alleges That the Board of Directors Has Completed the Requested Review, 
but Provides No Evidence That It Has Materially – Rather Than Purely Superficially – Done 
So. 
 
The Company claims that it has demonstrated that it has substantially implemented our Proposal 
because the Board of Directors, by its Corporate Governance and Nominating Committee, has 
asserted that “Johnson & Johnson’s existing policies and practices under the Credo and 
Standards are so closely aligned with the BRT Statement that Johnson & Johnson does not need 
to take any action whatsoever in order to implement the BRT Statement, nor does it need to 
address ways in which the Credo and the BRT Statement cannot be reconciled.”17 
 
This conclusion, though, once against mischaracterizes our Proposal.  We did not merely ask the 
Board cursorily to raise before its Corporate Governance Committee, without conducting any 
further inquiry, the question of whether it thinks itself to be marvelous; we did not seek an empty 
and meaningless gesture.  Instead, as was explained in Part I.D above, we sought a report based 
on a searching consideration of the different ways in which the Company’s current governance 
and management systems can be brought into fuller alignment with the Statement; one that 
determines whether (and if so, how) those commitments can be reconciled where some 
obligations conflict with others; and finally what should be done if, upon significant study of the 
current contrasts between commitments and reality, it were to be determined that such 
reconciliation is impossible consistent with extant legal duties and obligations. 
 
A blithe assertion, apparently based on no searching inquiry, that, in effect, “everything’s fine as 
it is; we needn’t change a thing,” hardly provides substantial implementation of our Proposal. 
 
 
F.  The JP Morgan Chase & Co. Precedent Upon Which the Company Exclusively Materially 
Relies Is Inapposite Because the Proponent Made No Reply, and in Any Case Was Superseded 
by the Subsequent, and Fully Argued, McKesson Case. 
 
The Company relies on JP Morgan Chase & Co. (avail. Feb. 5, 2020) as its only on-point 
precedent.18  But that reliance is misplaced.  First, the JP Morgan proceeding is incomplete; the 
proponent of the proposal therein failed to respond to JP Morgan’s no-action request.  This 
failure of response is controlling in this instance, because it would have been in a response to JP 
Morgan’s no-action request that the proponents there would have demonstrated JP Morgan’s 
nominal actions to be empty, if they were.  Here the demonstration has been made, rendering JP 
Morgan inapposite.   
 
Moreover, the incomplete JP Morgan precedent was superseded later in the spring by the 
McKesson precedent.  JP Morgan and McKesson provided essentially the same response to their 
proponents.  In the later, contested proceeding, the Staff concluded that the response was 

 
17 No-Action Request, supra note 2, at 9-10. 
18 See id. at 3, 12. 
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insufficient to permit preclusion because of the demonstration made by the proponents.  We have 
done the same here. 
 
The McKesson precedent thus controls.  And as we have demonstrated, it wholly resolves this 
case, in which our Proposal is materially indistinguishable from the proposal that was deemed 
non-omittable in McKesson, even while the Company’s argument in favor of omission followed 
McKesson’s response almost exactly, and our reply to that argument has likewise – with full 
fidelity and full relevance – followed that response.   
  
 
Part II.  Rule 14-8(i)(7) Analysis. 
 
A.  Rule 14-8(i)(7) 
 
Rule 14a-8(i)(7) permits a company to exclude a shareholder proposal if the proposal “deals with 
a matter relating to the company’s ordinary business operations.” The underlying policy of the 
ordinary business exclusion is “to confine the resolution of ordinary business problems to 
management and the board of directors, since it is impracticable for shareholders to decide how 
to solve such problems at an annual shareholders meeting.” SEC Release No. 34-40018 (May 
21, 1998) (the “1998 Release”). 
 
As set out in the 1998 Release, there are two “central considerations” underlying the ordinary 
business exclusion. One consideration is that “[c]ertain tasks are so fundamental to 
management’s ability to run a company on a day-to-day basis that they could not, as a practical 
matter, be subject to direct shareholder oversight.” The other consideration is that a proposal 
should not “seek[] to ‘micro-manage’ the company by probing too deeply into matters of a 
complex nature upon which shareholders, as a group, would not be in a position to make an 
informed judgment.” 
 
Proposals that otherwise concern ordinary business matters may nonetheless be appropriate for a 
shareholder vote if the proposal raises a policy issue that is sufficiently significant to transcend 
day-to-day business matters. 1998 Release. The applicability of the significant policy exception 
“depends, in part, on the connection between the significant policy issue and the company’s 
business operations.” Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14I (November 21, 2017).  
 
 
B.  This Argument was Raised and Rejected in McKesson, which controls here, and is clearly 
wrong on the merits. 
 
As we have demonstrated above, the proposal in McKesson is functionally indistinguishable 
from ours.  In that proceeding the Staff determined that that proposal was not excludable on Rule 
14-a8(i)(7) grounds.  It did not specify whether it rejected McKesson’s Rule 14-a(8)(i)(7) 
argument because it considers these issues not to constitute or implicate ordinary business 
operations or because it considers these issues to be sufficiently significant to transcend day-to-
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day business matters, but whatever it decided applies here just as it applied in McKesson.  Like 
the proposal in that proceeding our Proposal seeks a report about ways in which governance and 
management systems can be more fully aligned with the Statement (and about what should be 
done if they cannot be more fully aligned consistent with other obligations).19  Like McKesson, 
Johnson & Johnson does not have a “flawless record of consistency” with the Statement.20 The 
public interest in issues implicated by the Statement and by our Proposal remains high less than a 
year later.21 And the need to either create consistency between the Statement and Company 
practice or to grapple with the implications of an inability to do so remains the same as it was 
last May. 
 
At all events, the claim that our Proposal improperly focuses on the ordinary business operations 
of the company could not be more wrong.  While the Board may, in compiling the report 
responsive to our Proposal, find it appropriate to investigate some ordinary business operations 
of the Company to some extent, ordinary business operations are not the focus of our inquiry.  
Rather, we seek analysis of the governance and management systems of the Company, and 
whether they can be changed or in fact must be changed to more fully conform with the 
Statement, and concomitantly, whether such change can be made consistent with the Company’s 
legal form and the fiduciary and other obligations that flow from that legal form and from 

 
19 See Proposal, supra note 5. 
20 See, e.g. Deak, Mike, Former Johnson & Johnson Exec Alleges Gender, Sex Discrimination, 
Retaliation in Lawsuit, BRIDGEWATER COURIER NEWS (Dec 17, 2020), available at 
https://www.mycentraljersey.com/story/news/local/courts/2020/12/17/ex-johnson-johnson-exec-alleges-
discrimination-retaliation-suit/3941187001/ (last accessed Jan. 8, 2021); Frehse, Rob, Johnson & Johnson 
has to pay $8 billion after male breast growth linked to antipsychotic drug, jury says, CNN (Oct 9, 2019), 
available at https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/09/uk/johnson-and-johnson-male-breast-growth-
damages/index.html (last accessed Jan. 8, 2020); Wichert, Bill, Ex-Johnson & Johnson Employee Files 
Suit Citing Discrimination Over Age and Disability, NJ ADVANCED MEDIA (Mar 30, 2019), available at 
https://www.nj.com/somerset/2013/05/lawsuit_former_johnson_johnson.html (last accessed Jan. 8, 
2021); Johnson & Johnson Employee Claims She Was Fired for Whistleblowing, NILGES & DRAHER LLC 
(Oct. 23, 2018), available at https://www.ohlaborlaw.com/posts/johnson-johnson-employee-claims-she-
was-fired-for-whistleblowing/ (last accessed Jan. 8, 2021). 
21 See, e.g., Murphy, Sara E., BofA, BlackRock and State Street CEOs talk stakeholder primacy — and fall 
short, GREENBIZ (Dec. 14, 2020), available at https://www.greenbiz.com/article/bofa-blackrock-and-
state-street-ceos-talk-stakeholder-primacy-and-fall-short (last accessed Jan. 8, 2021); Stuttaford, Andrew, 
Counting the Shareholder Out: When the Ruling Class Changes the Rules, NATIONAL REVIEW (Dec. 11, 
2020), available at https://www.nationalreview.com/2020/12/counting-the-shareholder-out-when-the-
ruling-class-changes-the-rules/ (last accessed Jan. 8, 2021); Wright, Robert E., The Hype Surrounding 
Environmental, Social, and Governance Investing, AMERICAN INSTITUTION FOR ECONOMIC RESEARCH 
(Dec. 3, 2020), available at https://www.aier.org/article/hyping-esg-investing/  (last accessed Jan. 8, 
2021); Morrison, Richard, Woke Investing and Management Strategies Threaten the Future of American 
Free Enterprise, THE AMERICAN SPECTATOR (Oct. 31, 2020), available at https://spectator.org/esg-woke-
investing/ (last accessed Jan. 8, 2021). 

https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/09/uk/johnson-and-johnson-male-breast-growth-damages/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2019/10/09/uk/johnson-and-johnson-male-breast-growth-damages/index.html
https://www.nj.com/somerset/2013/05/lawsuit_former_johnson_johnson.html
https://www.ohlaborlaw.com/posts/johnson-johnson-employee-claims-she-was-fired-for-whistleblowing/
https://www.ohlaborlaw.com/posts/johnson-johnson-employee-claims-she-was-fired-for-whistleblowing/
https://www.greenbiz.com/article/bofa-blackrock-and-state-street-ceos-talk-stakeholder-primacy-and-fall-short
https://www.greenbiz.com/article/bofa-blackrock-and-state-street-ceos-talk-stakeholder-primacy-and-fall-short
https://www.aier.org/article/hyping-esg-investing/
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corporate law generally.  Johnson & Johnson is a New Jersey corporation.22  Under New Jersey 
corporate law, while business corporations are permitted to consider certain other stakeholder 
interests when making decisions, their primary fiduciary obligation remains to shareholders.23  
The stakeholder primacy advanced by the Statement potentially requires a different hierarchy of 
interests, and raises the profound concern that by making managers nominally and equally 
responsible to all (including orthogonal and competing) interests, it in fact leaves them genuinely 
responsible to no one at all.  Both of these potential consequences of the Statement create 
significant legal and reputational concerns.  We have asked the company to prepare a report 
systemically considering all of these issues, and reporting with care and transparency about how 
its governance and management systems, not its everyday business operations, can or must be 
altered to more fully conform with the Statement, and how the Company should proceed if it 
finds that it cannot make those changes consistent with its legal and other obligations.  This is 
not ordinary business.  It is the root and core of the Company as a legal entity. 
 
Additionally, our Proposal raises issues of, focuses Board attention on, and provides vital 
shareholder information about concerns that are sufficiently significant to transcend the ordinary 
business operations exception even if it did significantly implicate those operations.  Leaders of 
American corporate life have declared it a vital issue for the future of business.24  And as CEO 
Alex Gorsky himself declared when he signed the Statement, “This new statement better reflects 
the way corporations can and should operate today.  It affirms the essential role corporations can 
play in improving our society when CEOs are truly committed to meeting the needs of all 
stakeholders.”25  
 

 
22 See RESTATED CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION OF JOHNSON & JOHNSON (Feb. 19, 2016; last 
amended Apr. 29, 2020), available at https://www.investor.jnj.com/certif (last accessed Jan. 8, 2020). 
23 See, e.g., N.J. STAT. ANN. § 14:A-6-1 (2021); Unger, Scott I., Business Judgement Rule Inapplicable if 
Director is Engaged in Self-Dealing, Unconscionable, or Fraudulent Activities/Decisions, NEW JERSEY 
LAW BLOG (Jan. 21, 2020), available at https://www.njlawblog.com/2020/01/articles/shareholder-
oppression/business-judgement-rule-inapplicable-if-director-is-engaged-in-self-dealing-unconscionable-
or-fraudulent-activities-decisions/ (last accessed Jan. 8, 2021); McLaughlin, Maurice W., Fiduciary 
Duties and the Business Judgment Rule: Bad Judgment Without Bad Faith Does Not Create Liability for 
Directors, Officers and Owners, NEW JERSEY LAWYERS BLOG (Apr. 6, 2017), available at 
https://wp.me/p845mp-aC (last accessed Jan. 8, 2020). 
 
24 See, e.g., Murphy, Sara E., BofA, BlackRock and State Street CEOs talk stakeholder primacy — and fall 
short, GREENBIZ (Dec. 14, 2020), available at https://www.greenbiz.com/article/bofa-blackrock-and-
state-street-ceos-talk-stakeholder-primacy-and-fall-short (last accessed Jan 8, 2021). 
25   Business Roundtable Redefines the Purpose of a Corporation to Promote ‘An Economy That Serves 
All Americans’, BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE (Aug. 19, 2019) (emphasis added), available at 
https://www.businessroundtable.org/business-roundtable-redefines-the-purpose-of-a-corporation-to-
promote-an-economy-that-serves-all-americans (last accessed Jan 8, 2021). 
 

https://www.investor.jnj.com/certif
https://www.greenbiz.com/article/bofa-blackrock-and-state-street-ceos-talk-stakeholder-primacy-and-fall-short
https://www.greenbiz.com/article/bofa-blackrock-and-state-street-ceos-talk-stakeholder-primacy-and-fall-short
https://www.businessroundtable.org/business-roundtable-redefines-the-purpose-of-a-corporation-to-promote-an-economy-that-serves-all-americans
https://www.businessroundtable.org/business-roundtable-redefines-the-purpose-of-a-corporation-to-promote-an-economy-that-serves-all-americans
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Our own CEO made perfectly clear that the issue of more fully integrating stakeholder primacy 
is vital and needs to be an ongoing concern that can and should continue at companies truly 
committed to these goals.  He and the Company cannot now argue, in contrast, that the Statement 
and its commitment to stakeholder primacy is a minor, ordinary business issue that is not of 
significant concern.  According to our CEO himself, this is an issue of overriding concern, one to 
which companies can and should be actively trying to become more truly committed.  His 
statements do not suggest that a mere assertion that “we’re already completely doing these newly 
defined things” will suit.  Our Proposal simply offers the Company the opportunity to do what 
our CEO is himself calling for, and to share the findings with shareholders.   
 
The Company does not attempt to demonstrate how it could be true that the McKesson proposal 
did not constitute excludable ordinary business under Rule 14-a(8)(i)(7) while our Proposal does, 
nor could it.  McKesson controls, and requires that our Proposal not be omitted.  Independently, 
as we have demonstrated, our Proposal does not improperly focus on ordinary business 
operations and is a matter of substantial – indeed defining – importance. 
 
 

Conclusion  
 
For the above reasons, we urge the Staff to find that our Proposal may not be omitted under Rule 
14a-8(i)(10) or under Rule 14a-8(i)(7). 
 
The Company has clearly failed to meet its burden that it may exclude our Proposal under Rule 
14a-8(g). Therefore, based upon the analysis set forth above, we respectfully request that the 
Staff reject Johnson & Johnson’s request for a no-action letter concerning our Proposal. 
 
A copy of this correspondence has been timely provided to the Company. If I can provide 
additional materials to address any queries the Commission may have with respect to this letter, 
please do not hesitate to call me at (202) 507-6398 or email me at sshepard@nationalcenter.org. 
 
       Sincerely,  

 
       Scott Andrew Shepard 
 
 
cc: Marc S. Gerber, Skadden, Arps (marc.gerber@skadden.com)   

Justin Danhof, National Center for Public Policy Research    



Report on Company’s Involvement with Business Roundtable "Statement on the Purpose 
of a Corporation" 

 
 
Whereas, our Company’s Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Alex Gorsky signed a Business 
Roundtable (BRT) “Statement on the Purpose of a Corporation,” (Statement) in August 2019, 
committing our Company to serve all stakeholders – including employees, customers, supply 
chains, communities where we operate – and shareholders.26 

Existing governance documents evolved in the still legally mandated system of shareholder 
primacy, but the Statement articulates a new purpose, moving away from shareholder primacy 
and including commitment to all stakeholders. The Statement may or may not be beneficial to 
associate with our brand, but as company policy, it may conflict with existing corporate law 
unless, and possibly even if, it is integrated into Company governance documents, including 
bylaws, articles of incorporation, and/or committee charters.  

A stakeholder model would shift corporate focus from value creation to concerns generally 
referred to as Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) issues. CEO Gorsky works hard to 
ensure Company commitment such causes.27 Under his leadership, in 2018 we ranked first on 
DiversityInc.’s top companies list. “Gorsky stress[s] that prioritizing diversity and inclusion is 
critical to our future,” and “encourage[es] a diversity of opinion by different members [which] 
really makes sure that you have thought through the implications” of corporate actions.28   

For consistency and the avoidance of legal risk, our Company should not endorse positions with 
which it has not or cannot conform itself. We currently engage in actions that seem to contradict 
the Statement. Just two examples: 

• An Oklahoma court has recently found our Company guilty of under-considering 
customer-stakeholder concerns by “fueling the state's opioid crises.” It “ordered 
the corporation to pay $572 million … one of the biggest monetary awards in U.S. 
history.”29 

And 

• Our Company has been referred to as America’s “most admired lawbreaker” 
because of a string of transgressions against a vast array of stakeholder interests 
stretching back to our Company’s founding.30 

 
26 https://opportunity.businessroundtable.org/ourcommitment/  
27 https://www.jnj.com/our-company/8-things-you-might-not-know-about-chairman-and-ceo-alex-gorsky 
28 Id.  
29 https://www.cbsnews.com/news/johnson-johnson-opioid-verdict-company-found-guilty-in-oklahoma-
by-district-judge-in-opioid-abuse-lawsuit/ 
30 https://highline.huffingtonpost.com/miracleindustry/americas-most-admired-lawbreaker/ 

https://opportunity.businessroundtable.org/ourcommitment/
https://www.jnj.com/our-company/8-things-you-might-not-know-about-chairman-and-ceo-alex-gorsky


 

And while the Statement implies accountability to stakeholders, without clear mechanisms in 
place to implement the Purpose, this broadened standard could reduce real accountability to 
shareholders and all stakeholders generally and in effect, result in genuine accountability to 
none.  This would violate both the letter and the spirit of the Statement.  

Resolved: Shareholders request our Board prepare a report based on a review of the BRT 
Statement of the Purpose of a Corporation, signed by our Chief Executive Officer, and provide 
the board’s perspective regarding whether and how our Company’s governance and management 
systems can or must be altered to fully implement the Statement of Purpose, and what our 
Company should do if the Statement cannot be reconciled with current practices and 
commitments. The report may include the Board's perspective on benefits and drawbacks of the 
options considered, as well as the Board's recommendations. 

Supporting Statement  

Given the Company’s inconsistent actions related to the Statement of Purpose, the Board might 
after full investigation consider the option of rescinding the CEO’s signature and Company’s 
name from that document. 
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December 16, 2020 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
Division of Corporation Finance 
Office of Chief Counsel 
100 F Street, N.E. 
Washington, D.C.  20549

RE: Johnson & Johnson – 2021 Annual Meeting 
Omission of Shareholder Proposal of  
the National Center for Public Policy Research  

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Pursuant to Rule 14a-8(j) promulgated under the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”), we are writing on behalf of our client, 
Johnson & Johnson, a New Jersey corporation, to request that the Staff of the 
Division of Corporation Finance (the “Staff”) of the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission (the “Commission”) concur with Johnson & Johnson’s view that, for 
the reasons stated below, it may exclude the shareholder proposal and supporting 
statement (the “Proposal”) submitted by the National Center for Public Policy 
Research (the “Proponent”) from the proxy materials to be distributed by Johnson & 
Johnson in connection with its 2021 annual meeting of shareholders (the “2021 
proxy materials”).   

In accordance with Section C of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14D (Nov. 7, 2008)  
(“SLB 14D”), we are emailing this letter and its attachments to the Staff at 
shareholderproposals@sec.gov.  In accordance with Rule 14a-8(j), we are 
simultaneously sending a copy of this letter and its attachments to the Proponent as 
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notice of Johnson & Johnson’s intent to omit the Proposal from the 2021 proxy 
materials. 

Rule 14a-8(k) and Section E of SLB 14D provide that shareholder proponents 
are required to send companies a copy of any correspondence that the shareholder 
proponents elect to submit to the Commission or the Staff.  Accordingly, we are 
taking this opportunity to remind the Proponent that if it submits correspondence to 
the Commission or the Staff with respect to the Proposal, a copy of that 
correspondence should concurrently be furnished to Johnson & Johnson. 

I. The Proposal 

The text of the resolution contained in the Proposal is set forth below: 

Resolved: Shareholders request our Board prepare a report based 
on a review of the BRT Statement of the Purpose of a Corporation, 
signed by our Chief Executive Officer, and provide the board’s 
perspective regarding whether and how our Company’s governance 
and management systems can or must be altered to fully implement 
the Statement of Purpose, and what our Company should do if the 
Statement cannot be reconciled with current practices and 
commitments. The report may include the Board’s perspective on 
benefits and drawbacks of the options considered, as well as the 
Board’s recommendations. 

II. Bases for Exclusion

We hereby respectfully request that the Staff concur with Johnson & 
Johnson’s view that the Proposal may be excluded from the 2021 proxy materials 
pursuant to: 

� Rule 14a-8(i)(10) because Johnson & Johnson has substantially 
implemented the Proposal; and 

� Rule 14a-8(i)(7) because the Proposal deals with matters relating to 
Johnson & Johnson’s ordinary business operations. 

III. Background 

On November 9, 2020, Johnson & Johnson received the Proposal, 
accompanied by a cover letter from the Proponent dated November 5, 2020.  On 
November 10, 2020, in accordance with Rule 14a-8(f)(1), Johnson & Johnson sent a 
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letter to the Proponent (the “Deficiency Letter”) via email requesting a written 
statement verifying that the Proponent owned the requisite number of shares of 
Johnson & Johnson common stock for at least one year as of November 5, 2020, the 
date the Proposal was submitted to Johnson & Johnson.  On November 20, 2020, 
Johnson & Johnson received a letter from UBS Financial Services Inc., dated 
November 19, 2020, verifying the Proponent’s stock ownership. (the “Broker 
Letter”).  Copies of the Proposal, cover letter, Deficiency Letter, Broker Letter and 
related correspondence are attached hereto as Exhibit A.  

IV. The Proposal May be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(10) Because 
Johnson & Johnson Has Substantially Implemented the Proposal. 

Rule 14a-8(i)(10) permits a company to exclude a shareholder proposal if the 
company has already substantially implemented the proposal.  The Commission 
adopted the “substantially implemented” standard in 1983 after determining that the 
“previous formalistic application” of the rule defeated its purpose, which is to “avoid 
the possibility of shareholders having to consider matters which already have been 
favorably acted upon by the management.” See Exchange Act Release No. 34-20091 
(Aug. 16, 1983) (the “1983 Release”) and Exchange Act Release No. 34-12598  
(July 7, 1976).  Accordingly, the actions requested by a proposal need not be “fully 
effected” provided that they have been “substantially implemented” by the company.  
See 1983 Release. 

Applying this standard, the Staff has permitted exclusion under Rule  
14a-8(i)(10) when the company’s policies, practices and procedures compare 
favorably with the guidelines of the proposal.  See, e.g., Visa Inc. (Oct. 11, 2019) 
(permitting exclusion of a proposal recommending that the compensation committee 
reform the company’s executive compensation philosophy to include social factors 
to enhance the company’s social responsibility where the company’s “policies, 
practices and procedures compare[d] favorably with the guidelines of the [p]roposal 
and the [c]ompany … therefore, substantially implemented the [p]roposal”); Exxon 
Mobil Corp. (Mar. 17, 2015) (permitting exclusion of a proposal requesting that the 
company commit to increasing the dollar amount authorized for capital distributions 
to shareholders through dividends or share buybacks where the company’s long-
standing capital allocation strategy and related “policies, practices and procedures 
compare[d] favorably with the guidelines of the proposal and … therefore,

substantially implemented the proposal”); The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.
(Mar. 12, 2018); Wells Fargo & Co. (Mar. 6, 2018); Kewaunee Scientific Corp. 
(May 31, 2017); Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. (Mar. 16, 2017); Dominion Resources, Inc.
(Feb. 9, 2016); Ryder Sys., Inc. (Feb. 11, 2015); Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.
(Mar. 27, 2014); Peabody Energy Corp. (Feb. 25, 2014); The Goldman Sachs Group, 
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Inc. (Feb. 12, 2014); Hewlett-Packard Co. (Dec. 18, 2013); Deere & Co.  
(Nov. 13, 2012); Duke Energy Corp. (Feb. 21, 2012); Exelon Corp. (Feb. 26, 2010).   

In addition, the Staff has permitted exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) where 
a company already addressed the underlying concerns and satisfied the essential 
objective of the proposal, even if the proposal had not been implemented exactly as 
proposed by the proponent.  For example, in PG&E Corp. (Mar. 10, 2010), the Staff 
permitted exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of a proposal requesting that the 
company provide a report disclosing, among other things, the company’s standards 
for choosing the organizations to which the company makes charitable contributions 
and the “business rationale and purpose for each of the charitable contributions.”  In 
arguing that the proposal had been substantially implemented, the company referred 
to a website where the company had described its policies and guidelines for 
determining the types of grants that it makes and the types of requests that the 
company typically does not fund.  Although the proposal appeared to contemplate 
disclosure of each and every charitable contribution, the Staff concluded that the 
company had substantially implemented the proposal.  See also, e.g., The Wendy’s 
Co. (Apr. 10, 2019) (permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of a proposal 
requesting a report assessing human rights risks of the company’s operations, 
including the principles and methodology used to make the assessment, the 
frequency of assessment and how the company would use the assessment’s results, 
where the company had a code of ethics and a code of conduct for suppliers and 
disclosed on its website the frequency and methodology of its human rights risk 
assessments); MGM Resorts Int’l (Feb. 28, 2012) (permitting exclusion under Rule 
14a-8(i)(10) of a proposal requesting a report on the company’s sustainability 
policies and performance, including multiple objective statistical indicators, where 
the company published an annual sustainability report); Exelon Corp. (Feb. 26, 
2010) (permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of a proposal requesting a report 
disclosing policies and procedures for political contributions and monetary and non-
monetary political contributions where the company had adopted corporate political 
contributions guidelines). 

In particular, in JPMorgan Chase & Co. (Feb. 5, 2020) the Staff permitted 
exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) of a proposal requesting that the company’s board 
review the Business Roundtable’s Statement on the Purpose of a Corporation, 
provide oversight and guidance as to how the statement should alter the company’s 
governance and management system and publish recommendations regarding 
implementation of the statement.  The company argued that it had substantially 
implemented the proposal because it already operated in accordance with the 
principles set forth in the Business Roundtable’s Statement on the Purpose of a 
Corporation.  The Staff noted that “it appears that the board’s actions compare 
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favorably with the guidelines of the [p]roposal and that the company has, therefore, 
substantially implemented the [p]roposal.”

In this instance, Johnson & Johnson has substantially implemented the 
Proposal, the essential objective of which is to report on the actions Johnson & 
Johnson must take to implement the Business Roundtable’s “Statement on the 
Purpose of a Corporation” (the “BRT Statement”).  In this regard, the Proposal 
requests that the report describe “whether and how [Johnson & Johnson’s] 
governance and management systems can or must be altered to fully implement 
the Statement of Purpose, and what [Johnson & Johnson] should do if the 
Statement cannot be reconciled with current practices and commitments.”

The BRT Statement, which was published in August 2019 by the Business 
Roundtable and signed by 181 corporate chief executive officers, including Johnson 
& Johnson’s Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, expresses the companies’
commitment to all of their stakeholders.  In particular, the BRT Statement expresses 
companies’ commitment to delivering value to customers; investing in employees; 
dealing fairly and ethically with suppliers; supporting the communities in which the 
companies work and generating long-term value for shareholders.  A copy of the 
BRT Statement is attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

As demonstrated by Johnson & Johnson’s publicly available materials, 
Johnson & Johnson already was operating in accordance with the principles set forth 
in the BRT Statement prior to their publication, and has done so for many decades.  
Specifically, Johnson & Johnson’s decision-making is grounded in the values set 
forth in its Credo (“Credo”), which was adopted in 1943 (and last updated in 2018) 
and provides that Johnson & Johnson is responsible to: “the patients, doctors and 
nurses, to mothers and fathers and all others who use [Johnson & Johnson’s] 
products and services;” Johnson & Johnson’s employees; and the communities in 
which Johnson & Johnson works.1  In this respect, Johnson & Johnson’s definitive

proxy statement for its 2020 annual meeting of shareholders (the “2020 Proxy

Statement”) includes a letter from Johnson & Johnson’s lead director stating that

“[w]e believe [Johnson & Johnson’s] current and future success depends on its 
leadership and its Credo-based culture” and that “[w]e never lose focus on Our

Credo and the Company’s first priority: the patients and customers who use and trust

1 See Our Credo, available at https://www.jnj.com/credo/ and attached hereto as Exhibit C. 

(cont’d)
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the Company’s products.” 2  In addition, the 2020 Proxy Statement notes that 
“Johnson & Johnson is governed by the values set forth in Our Credo, which extend 
to our corporate governance practices and are reflected in our By-Laws and 
Principles of Corporate Governance.”  The 2020 Proxy Statement also notes that 
“[s]ince 1943, Our Credo has guided us in fulfilling our responsibilities to our 
customers, employees, communities, and shareholders.”  Also, as demonstrated by 
the fact that Johnson & Johnson conducts a biennial survey assessing the degree to 
which senior leadership demonstrates the values in the Credo, Johnson & Johnson 
continually evaluates the extent to which the actions of its senior leadership align 
with the values in the Credo.  

Further, Johnson & Johnson also engages with its suppliers in accordance 
with the standards set forth in its Responsibility Standards for Suppliers (the 
“Standards”), which reflect Johnson & Johnson’s internal values and the 
expectations of external stakeholders, such as customers, regulators, investors and 
the public.3  As further explained below, there is virtually no difference between the 
principles espoused in the BRT Statement and those that Johnson & Johnson already 
adheres to through the Credo and the Standards.  The following table provides a 
point-by-point comparison of the principles in the BRT Statement and the principles 
in the Credo and Standards.   

2 See Johnson & Johnson’s Definitive Proxy Statement for its 2020 Annual Meeting of 
Shareholders, available at 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/200406/000020040620000018/jnjproxy2020.htm.  

3 See Johnson & Johnson’s Responsibility Standards for Suppliers, available at 
https://www.jnj.com/partners/responsibility-standards-for-suppliers and attached hereto as 
Exhibit D. 

(cont’d)
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The BRT Statement The Credo4

1. Deliver value to our 
customers 

We believe our first responsibility is to the 
patients, doctors and nurses, to mothers and 
fathers and all others who use our products and 
services. In meeting their needs everything we 
do must be of high quality. We must constantly 
strive to provide value, reduce our costs and 
maintain reasonable prices. Customers’ orders 
must be serviced promptly and accurately. 

2. Invest in employees by 
providing fair compensation, 
important benefits and training 
and fostering diversity, 
inclusion, dignity and respect 

We are responsible to our employees who work 
with us throughout the world. We must provide 
an inclusive work environment where each 
person must be considered as an individual. We 
must respect their diversity and dignity and 
recognize their merit. They must have a sense 
of security, fulfillment and purpose in their 
jobs. Compensation must be fair and adequate 
and working conditions clean, orderly and safe. 
We must support the health and well-being of 
our employees and help them fulfill their family 
and other personal responsibilities. Employees 
must feel free to make suggestions and 
complaints. There must be equal opportunity for 
employment, development and advancement for 
those qualified. We must provide highly 
capable leaders and their actions must be just 
and ethical. 

4  Unless noted otherwise, references in this column are to the Credo. 
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The BRT Statement The Credo

3. Deal fairly and ethically with 
suppliers and dedicate to serve 
as good partners to other 
companies 

Our business partners must have an opportunity 
to make a fair profit. 

Standards: 

We find business relationships are more 
productive and effective when they are built on 
trust, mutual respect and common values, and 
seek relationships with suppliers who share a 
common commitment to: (1) Comply with 
applicable laws and regulations; (2) Behave 
ethically and with integrity; … (4) Respect

human and employment rights; (5) Promote the 
safety, health and well-being of employees; (6) 
Embrace sustainability and operate in an 
environmentally responsible manner . . . 

4. Support the surrounding 
communities, respect the people 
in those communities and 
protect the environment by 
embracing sustainable practices 

We are responsible to the communities in which 
we live and work and to the world community 
as well. We must help people be healthier by 
supporting better access and care in more places 
around the world. We must be good citizens —
support good works and charities, better health 
and education, and bear our fair share of taxes. 
We must maintain in good order the property 
we are privileged to use, protecting the 
environment and natural resources. 
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The BRT Statement The Credo

5. Generate long-term value for 
shareholders and commit to 
transparency and effective 
engagement with shareholders 

Our final responsibility is to our stockholders. 
Business must make a sound profit. We must 
experiment with new ideas. Research must be 
carried on, innovative programs developed, 
investments made for the future and mistakes 
paid for. New equipment must be purchased, 
new facilities provided and new products 
launched. Reserves must be created to provide 
for adverse times. When we operate according 
to these principles, the stockholders should 
realize a fair return. 

As shown in the table above, the principles set forth in the BRT Statement are 
principles that already guided Johnson & Johnson, as publicly disclosed in the Credo 
and Standards.   

We are aware that, in at least one instance, the Staff has declined to grant 
relief under Rule 14a-8(i)(10) regarding a proposal relating to a company’s 
assessment of the BRT Statement but believe that instance to be inapposite.  See 
McKesson Corp. (May 26, 2020).*  In that instance, the proposal acknowledged that 
the company’s existing policies and practices were aligned with the BRT Statement 
and did not seek a report on how governance and management systems “can or must 
be altered to fully implement” the BRT Statement.  Rather, the proponent in 
McKesson sought a report on how to “better align” those systems and the BRT 
Statement.   

In this case, however, the Proposal requests a report on whether and how 
Johnson & Johnson’s governance and management systems can be altered to fully 
implement the BRT Statement, and what should be done if the BRT Statement 
cannot be reconciled with Johnson & Johnson’s current practices and commitments.  
As demonstrated above, Johnson & Johnson’s existing policies and practices under 
the Credo and Standards are so closely aligned with the BRT Statement that Johnson 
& Johnson does not need to take any action whatsoever in order to implement the 

*  Citations marked with an asterisk indicate Staff decisions issued without a letter. 
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BRT Statement, nor does it need to address ways in which the Credo and the BRT 
Statement cannot be reconciled.   

In addition, at a meeting held on November 30, 2020 the Nominating & 
Corporate Governance Committee (the “Committee”) of Johnson & Johnson’s Board 
of Directors (the “Board”) reviewed the Proposal.  As discussed further below, the 
Committee determined that no additional action or assessment is required, as 
Johnson & Johnson already adheres to and operates in accordance with the principles 
set forth in the Credo, which are in accordance with the principles set forth in the 
BRT Statement, with oversight and guidance by the Board.  Accordingly, the 
Committee concluded that the BRT Statement does not subject Johnson & Johnson 
to any new commitments and that no actions were necessary as a result of the Chief 
Executive Officer of Johnson & Johnson signing the BRT Statement.  As such, 
Johnson & Johnson’s policies, practices and procedures compare favorably with the 
actions requested in the Proposal.  

Therefore, Johnson & Johnson has substantially implemented the Proposal 
and the Proposal may be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(10). 

V. The Proposal May be Excluded Pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(7) Because the 
Proposal Deals with Matters Relating to Johnson & Johnson’s Ordinary 
Business Operations. 

Under Rule 14a-8(i)(7), a shareholder proposal may be excluded from a 
company’s proxy materials if the proposal “deals with matters relating to the 
company’s ordinary business operations.”  In Exchange Act Release No. 34-40018 
(May 21, 1998) (the “1998 Release”), the Commission stated that the policy 
underlying the ordinary business exclusion rests on two central considerations.  The 
first recognizes that certain tasks are so fundamental to management’s ability to run a 
company on a day-to-day basis that they could not, as a practical matter, be subject 
to direct shareholder oversight.  The second consideration relates to the degree to 
which the proposal seeks to “micro-manage” the company by probing too deeply 
into matters of a complex nature upon which shareholders, as a group, would not be 
in a position to make an informed judgment.   

A. The Proposal deals with Johnson & Johnson’s ordinary business 
operations. 

As discussed above, the BRT Statement expresses companies’ commitment 
to delivering value to customers, investing in employees, dealing fairly and ethically 
with suppliers, supporting the communities in which the companies work and 
generating long-term value for shareholders.  Each of the concerns raised in the BRT 
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Statement, and thus by the Proposal, however, has been specifically recognized by 
the Staff as ordinary business matters upon which a proposal may be excluded 
pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(7). 

1. Relationship with customers. 

For instance, the Staff has permitted exclusion of proposals that relate to a 
company’s relationships with its customers. See, e.g., JPMorgan Chase & Co. (Feb. 
21, 2019) (permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) of a proposal that requested 
the board complete a report on the impact to customers of the company’s overdraft 
policies); AT&T Inc. (Dec. 28, 2016) (permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) of 
a proposal that requested the company provide free tools to customers to block 
robocalls); Ford Motor Co. (Feb. 13. 2013) (permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-
8(i)(7) of a proposal that requested removal of dealers that provided poor customer 
service, noting that “[p]roposals concerning customer relations are generally 
excludable under rule 14a-8(i)(7)”); The Coca-Cola Co. (Jan. 21, 2009, recon. 
denied Apr. 21, 2009) (permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) of a proposal that 
requested a report on how the company could provide information to customers 
regarding the company’s products, noting that the proposal “relat[ed] to Coca-Cola’s 
ordinary business operations (i.e., marketing and consumer relations)”). 

2. Management of the workforce. 

The Staff also has found management of a company’s workforce to be an 
ordinary business matter.  See the 1998 Release (excludable matters “include the 
management of the workforce, such as the hiring, promotion, and termination of 
employees”); see also, e.g., Walmart, Inc. (Apr. 8, 2019) (permitting exclusion under 
Rule 14a-8(i)(7) of a proposal that requested the company’s board prepare a report 
evaluating discrimination risk from the company’s policies and practices for hourly 
workers taking medical leave, noting that the proposal “relates generally to the 
[c]ompany’s management of its workforce”); Yum! Brands, Inc. (Mar. 6, 2019) 
(permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) of a proposal that sought to prohibit the 
company from engaging in certain employment practices, noting that “the [p]roposal 
relates generally to the [c]ompany’s policies concerning its employees”). Similarly, 
the Staff has permitted exclusion of shareholder proposals under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) 
that relate to general employee compensation.  See, e.g., CVS Health Corp. (Mar. 1, 
2017) (permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) of a proposal that urged the 
company’s board to adopt principles for minimum wage reform, noting that “the 
proposal relates to general compensation matters”); Best Buy Co., Inc. (Mar. 8, 2016) 
(same); The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. (Mar. 12, 2010) (permitting exclusion under 
Rule 14a-8(i)(7) of a proposal that sought to introduce a policy limiting the amount 
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available for payment of employee compensation and benefits each year, noting that 
“[p]roposals that concern general employee compensation matters are generally 
excludable under rule 14a-8(i)(7)”). 

3. Relationships with suppliers. 

In addition, the Staff has permitted exclusion of shareholder proposals under 
Rule 14a-8(i)(7) that relate to a company’s relationships with its suppliers.  See, e.g., 
Walmart Inc. (Mar. 8, 2018) (permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) of a 
proposal that requested a report outlining the requirements suppliers must follow 
regarding engineering ownership and liability); Foot Locker, Inc. (Mar. 3, 2017) 
(permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) of a proposal that requested a report 
outlining the steps the company was taking, or could take, to monitor the use of 
subcontractors by the company’s overseas apparel suppliers, noting that “the 
proposal relates broadly to the manner in which the company monitors the conduct 
of its suppliers and their subcontractors.”); Kraft Foods Inc. (Feb. 23, 2012) 
(permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) of a proposal that requested a report 
detailing the ways the company would assess risk to its supply chain and mitigate the 
impact of such risk, noting that the proposal concerned “decisions relating to supplier 
relationships [which] are generally excludable under rule 14a-8(i)(7)”); Dean Foods 
Co. (Mar. 9, 2007) (permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) of a proposal that 
requested an independent committee review the company’s standards for organic 
dairy product suppliers, noting that the proposal related to the company’s “decisions 
relating to supplier relationships”). 

4. Community relations. 

Further, the Staff has permitted exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) of proposals 
relating to the community impacts of a company’s operations.  See, e.g., 
Amazon.com, Inc. (Mar. 28, 2019) (permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) of a 
proposal that requested an analysis of the community impacts of the company’s 
operations, noting that “the [p]roposal relates generally to ‘the community impacts’
of the [c]ompany’s operations and does not appear to focus on an issue that 
transcends ordinary business matters”); Amazon.com, Inc. (Mar. 16, 2018) 
(permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) of a proposal that requested a report on 
risks relating to the societal impact of the company’s growth). 

5. Enhancing shareholder value.

Finally, the Staff has permitted the exclusion of proposals relating to the 
determination and implementation of a company’s strategies for enhancing 
shareholder value.  See, e.g., Bimini Capital Management (Mar. 28, 2018) 
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(permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) of a proposal requesting that the 
company’s board take measures to close the gap between the book value of the 
company’s common shares and their market price); Ford Motor Co. (Feb. 24, 2007) 
(permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) of a proposal requesting that the 
company’s chairman “honor his commitments to shareholders to increase stock 
performance,” noting that the proposal appeared to relate to the company’s “ordinary 
business operations (i.e., strategies for enhancing shareholder value)”).  Similarly, 
the Staff has permitted companies to exclude proposals that relate generally to the 
company’s relations with its stockholders.  See, e.g., Con-way Inc. (Jan. 22, 2009) 
(permitting exclusion under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) of a proposal that requested the 
company’s board take steps to ensure future annual stockholder meetings be 
distributed via webcast, as “relating to [the company’s] ordinary business operations 
(i.e., shareholder relations and the conduct of annual meetings)”).  

The Commission has stated that a proposal requesting the dissemination of a 
report is excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) if the substance of the proposal is within 
the ordinary business of the company. See Exchange Act Release No. 34-20091 
(Aug. 16, 1983); see also Netflix, Inc. (Mar. 14, 2016).  In this case, the Proposal 
clearly relates to Johnson & Johnson’s ordinary business matters because it requests 
a report on “whether and how” Johnson & Johnson needs to change its governance 
and management systems to address its responsibilities to customers, employees, 
suppliers, communities and shareholders, all of which have been deemed 
quintessential ordinary business matters under Rule 14a-8(i)(7).  Accordingly, 
consistent with the precedent described above, the Proposal may be excluded under 
Rule 14a-8(i)(7). 

B. The Nominating & Corporate Governance Committee determined 
that the Proposal is not sufficiently significant in relation to 
Johnson & Johnson. 

We are aware that a proposal may not be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) if it 
is determined to focus on a significant policy issue.  The fact that a proposal may 
touch upon a significant policy issue, however, does not preclude exclusion under 
Rule 14a-8(i)(7).  As stated in Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14I (Nov. 1, 2017)  
(“SLB 14I”), “whether the significant policy exception applies depends, in part, on 
the connection between the significant policy issue and the company’s business 
operations.”  According to the Staff, a “well-developed discussion of the board’s 
analysis” of whether a particular issue is sufficiently significant – because the matter 
transcends ordinary business and would be appropriate for a shareholder vote – may 
assist the staff in its review of no-action requests under Rule 14a-8(i)(7).  SLB 14I.  
In Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14J (Oct. 23, 2018) (“SLB 14J”), the Staff provided a 
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non-exclusive list of factors a board might consider in in arriving at its conclusion 
that an issue is not sufficiently significant in relation to the company.  In addition, 
the Staff stated that a company’s request for exclusion should “include a discussion 
that reflects the board’s analysis of the proposal’s significance to the company” and 
should detail “the specific processes employed by the board to ensure that its 
conclusions are well-informed and well-reasoned.” See SLB 14I; see also Apple Inc. 
(Dec. 2, 2019 recon. denied Jan. 17, 2020) (permitting exclusion under Rule  
14a-8(i)(7) of a proposal requesting a report on risks associated with omitting certain 
terms from its equal employment opportunity policy, where the board’s nominating 
and corporate governance committee analyzed the proposal and concluded that it did 
not present a significant policy issue for the company).  In addition, in Staff Legal 
Bulletin No. 14K (Oct. 16, 2019) (“SLB 14K”) the Staff reiterated its view of the 
utility of a board analysis and provided further guidance on certain factors in such 
analysis 

We are also aware that in the past the Staff has declined to permit exclusion 
under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) of proposals similar to the Proposal when companies have not 
provided a board analysis of whether the particular policy issued raised by the 
proposal was sufficiently significant in relation to the company.  See, e.g., Citigroup 
Inc.(Feb. 25, 2020)*; BlackRock Inc. (Feb. 25, 2020)*; Bank of America Corp. (Feb. 
12, 2020)*; The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. (Dec. 30, 2019)*.   

In this instance, the Committee evaluated the Proposal and concluded it does 
not present a significant issue to Johnson & Johnson.  In particular, at a meeting held 
on November 30, 2020, the Committee reviewed the Proposal, the BRT Statement, 
the Credo and the Standards and determined that no additional action or assessment 
is required, as Johnson & Johnson already adheres to and operates in accordance 
with the principles set forth in the Credo, which are in accordance with the principles 
set forth in the BRT Statement, with oversight and guidance by the Board.  
Accordingly, the Committee determined that the BRT Statement does not subject 
Johnson & Johnson to any new commitments and therefore the Proposal does not 
present a significant issue to Johnson & Johnson and that no further action would be 
required by the Proposal.  In reaching this conclusion, the Committee reviewed the 
following factors, as described in SLB 14J and 14K, and made the following 
determinations. 

1. Any differences between the Proposal’s specific request and 
Johnson & Johnson’s actions are insignificant.  

As described in SLB 14K, the Committee considered “[w]hether the 
company has already addressed the issue in some manner, including the differences –
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or the delta – between the proposal’s specific request and the actions the company 
has already taken, and an analysis of whether the delta presents a significant policy 
issue for the company.”  After reviewing a form of the chart contained in pages 7, 8 
and 9 of this letter, the Committee determined that the principles espoused in the 
BRT Statement are substantially similar to the principles that Johnson & Johnson 
already adhered to by virtue of the Credo and Standards, such that any differences 
are sufficiently minor as to be insignificant.  As a result, the Committee determined 
that the Proposal does not present a significant issue to Johnson & Johnson.  In this 
regard, we also note that to the extent the Proposal requests a reconciliation of 
current practices and commitments that do not align with the BRT Statement, such a 
request similarly does not present a significant issue because there effectively are no 
significant differences between Johnson & Johnson’s Credo and Standards and the 
BRT Statement.   

2. The Proposal has no bearing on Johnson & Johnson’s core 
business activities and financial statements. 

Further, because Johnson & Johnson already adheres to the Credo and 
Standards and there is little, if any, difference between the principles in the Credo 
and Standards and the principles embodied in the BRT Statement, implementation of 
the BRT Statement would not have an impact on Johnson & Johnson’s core business 
activities and financial statements. 

3. Shareholders have not demonstrated interest in the issue 
presented by the Proposal.  

Shareholder interest on matters relating to the Proposal has been nearly non-
existent since the BRT Statement was released.  Only one or two shareholders out of 
the more than 100 shareholders with whom Johnson & Johnson engages have 
expressed an interest in Johnson & Johnson’s views regarding the BRT Statement’s 
relevance to Johnson & Johnson.   

4. The issue presented by the Proposal has never been voted on. 

The Proposal has not been previously voted on by shareholders, nor has 
anyone other than the Proponent requested the type of action sought by the Proposal. 

After determining that the BRT Statement does not subject Johnson & 
Johnson or the Board to any new commitments, the Committee determined that no 
actions are required by the Proposal and that the Proposal was not significant to 
Johnson & Johnson.   
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Accordingly, for the reasons discussed above, the Proposal should be 
excluded from Johnson & Johnson’s 2021 proxy materials pursuant to Rule  
14a-8(i)(7) as relating to Johnson & Johnson’s ordinary business operations. 

VI. Conclusion 

Based upon the foregoing analysis, Johnson & Johnson respectfully requests 
that the Staff concur that it will take no action if Johnson & Johnson excludes the 
Proposal from its 2021 proxy materials. 

Should the Staff disagree with the conclusions set forth in this letter, or 
should any additional information be desired in support of Johnson & Johnson’s 
position, we would appreciate the opportunity to confer with the Staff concerning 
these matters prior to the issuance of the Staff’s response.  Please do not hesitate to 
contact the undersigned at (202) 371-7233. 

Very truly yours, 

Marc S. Gerber 

Enclosures  

cc: Matthew Orlando  
Worldwide Vice President, Corporate Governance and Corporate Secretary 
Johnson & Johnson 

Justin Danhof 
General Counsel 
The National Center for Public Policy Research 
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November5,2020 

Via FedEx to 

Matthew Orlando 
Corporate Secretary 

N~TION~L CENTER 
FOR PUBLIC POLICY RES EARCH 

Office of the Corporate Secretary 
One Johnson & Johnson PJaza 
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08933 

Dear Mr. Orlando, 

I hereby submit the enclosed shareholder proposal (''Proposal'') for inclusion in the 
Johnson & Johnson Inc. (the "Company") proxy statement to be circulated to Company 
shareholders in conjunction with the next annual meeting of shareholders. The Proposal is 
submitted under Rule 14(a)-8 (Pwposals of Security Holders) of the United States Securities and 
Exchange Commission's proxy regulations. 

I submit the Proposal as the Deputy Director of the Free Enterprise Project of the National 
Center for Public Policy Research, which has continuously owned Company stock with a value 
exceeding $2,000 for a year prior to and including the date of th.is Proposal and which intends to 
hold these shares through the date of the Company's 2021 annual meeting of shareholders. A 
Proof of Ownership letter is forthcoming and will be delivered to the Company. 

Copies of correspondence or a request for a "no-action" letter should be forwarded to Justin 
Danhof, Esq, General Counsel, National Center for Public Policy Research, 20 F Street, NW, 
Suite 700, Washington, DC 20001 and emailed to JDanhof@nationalcenter.org. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Shepard 

Enclosure: Shareholder Proposal 



Report on Company's Involvement with Business Roundtable ustatement on the Purpose 
of a Corporation" 

Whereas, our Company' s Chief Executive Officer (CEO) AJex Gorsky signed a Business 
Roundtable (BRT) "Statement on the Purpose of a Corporation," (Statement) in August 2019, 
committing our Company to serve all stakeholders - including employees, customers, supply 
chains, communities where we operate - and sbareholders.1 

Existing governance documents evolved in the still legally mandated system of shareholder 
primacy, but the Statement articulates a new purpose, moving away from shareholder primacy 
and including commitment to all stakeholders. The Statement may or may not be beneficial to 
associate with our brand, but as company policy, it may conflict with existing corporate law 
unless, and possibly even if, it is 1ntegrated into Company governance documents, including 
bylaws, articles of incorporation, and/or committee charters. 

A stakeholder model would shift corporate focus from value creation to concerns generally 
referred to as Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) issues. CEO Gorsky works hard to 
ensure Company commitment such causes.2 Under his leadership, in 2018 we ranked first on 
Diversitylnc.'s top companies list. "Gorsky stress[s] that prioritizin,g diversity and inclusion is 
critical to our future," and "encourage[es] a diversity of opinion by different members (which] 
really makes sure that you have thought through the implications" of corporate actions.3 

For consistency and the avoidance oflegal risk, our Company should not endorse positions with 
which it has not or cannot conform itself. We currently engage in actions that seem to contradict 
the Statement. Just two examples: 

And 

• An Oklahoma court has recently found our Company guilty of under-considering 
customer-stakeholder concerns by "fueling the state's opioid crises." It "ordered 
the corporation to pay $572 million ... one of the biggest monetary awards in U.S. 
history .',4 

• Our Company has been referred to as America's "most admired Jawbreaker" 
because of a string of transgressions against a vast array of stakeholder interests 
stretching back to our Company' s founding. 5 

1 https://opportunity.businessroundtable.org/ourcommitmcnt/ 
2 hltps://vA, .ini.corn/our-company/8-thi ngs-you-might-not-know-about-chairman-and-ceo-alex-gorskv 
3 Id. 
4 https://www.cbsnews.com/news/jobnson-johnson-opioid-verdict-company-found-guilty-in-oklahoma-by-district
judge-in-opioid-abuse-lawsuit/ 
s https://highline.huffingtonpost.com/miracleindustry/americas-most-admired-lawbreakcr/ 



And while the Statement implies accountability to stakeholders, without clear mechanisms in 
place to implement the Purpose, this broadened standard could reduce real accountability to 
shareholders and all stakeholders generally and in effect, result in genuine accountability to 
none. This would violate both the letter and the spirit of the Statement. 

Resolved: Shareholders request our Board prepare a report based on a review of the BRT 
Statement of the Purpose of a Corporation, signed by our Chief Executive Officer, and provide 
the board's perspective regarding whether and how our Company's governance and management 
systems can or must be altered to fully implement the Statement of Purpose, and what our 
Company should do if the Statement cannot be reconciled with current practices and 
commitments. The report may include the Board's perspective on benefits and drawbacks of the 
options considered, as well as the Board's recommendations. 

Supporting Statement 

Given the Company's inconsistent actions related to the Statement of Purpose, the Board might 
after full investigation consider the option of rescinding the CEO's signature and Company's 
name from that document. 



MATTHEW ORLANDO
WORLDWIDE VICE PRESIDENT 

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 

CORPORATE SECRETARY 

ONE JOHNSON & JOHNSON PLAZA 

NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ  08933-0026 

(732) 524-3292 

FAX:  (732) 524-2185 

MORLAND3@ITS.JNJ.COM

November 10, 2020 

VIA EMAIL 

Justin Danhof, Esq. 
General Counsel 
National Center for Public Policy Research 
Jdanhof@nationalcenter.org  

Dear Mr. Danhof:  

This letter acknowledges receipt by Johnson & Johnson, on November 9, 2020, of 
the shareholder proposal submitted by National Center for Public Policy Research (the 
“Proponent”) pursuant to Rule 14a-8 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as 
amended (the “Rule”), for consideration at the Company’s 2021 Annual Meeting of 
Shareholders (the “Proposal”).  

Paragraph (b) of the Rule provides that shareholder proponents must submit 
sufficient proof of their continuous ownership of at least $2,000 in market value, or 1%, 
of a company’s shares entitled to vote on the proposal for at least one year preceding and 
including the date the shareholder proposal was submitted, which was November 5, 2020.  
The Company’s stock records do not indicate that the Proponent is a record owner of 
Company shares, and to date, we have not received sufficient proof that the Proponent 
has satisfied the Rule’s ownership requirements.  

Accordingly, please furnish to us, within 14 days of your receipt of this letter, a 
written statement from the “record” holder of the Proponent’s shares (usually a broker or 
a bank) and a participant in the Depository Trust Company (“DTC”) verifying that the 
Proponent beneficially owned the requisite number of Company shares continuously for 
at least the one-year period preceding, and including, November 5, 2020, the date the 
Proposal was submitted.  The Proponent can confirm whether a particular broker or bank 
is a DTC participant by asking the broker or bank or by checking DTC’s participant list, 
which is currently available on the Internet at: http://www.dtcc.com/client-center/dtc-
directories.  

If the Proponent’s broker or bank is not on the DTC participant list, the Proponent 
will need to obtain a written statement from the DTC participant through which the 
Proponent’s shares are held verifying that the Proponent beneficially owned the requisite 
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number of Company shares continuously for at least the one-year period preceding, and 
including, November 5, 2020, the date the Proposal was submitted. The Proponent 
should be able to find who this OTC participant is by asking the Proponent's broker or 
bank. If the broker is an introducing broker, the Proponent may also be able to learn the 
identity and telephone number of the OTC participant through the Proponent's account 
statements, because the clearing broker identified on the account statements will 
generally be a OTC participant. If the OTC participant knows the Proponent's broker or 
bank's holdings, but does not know the Proponent's holdings, the Proponent can satisfy 
the proof of ownership requirement by obtaining and submitting two proof of ownership 
statements verify ing that, for at least the one-year period preceding and including 
November 5, 2020, the required amount of securities was continuously held - one from 
the Proponent's broker or bank confirming the Proponent's ownership, and the other 
from the OTC participant confirming the Proponent' s broker or bank' s ownership. 

In addition, paragraph (d) of the Rule specifies that any shareholder proposal, 
including any accompanying supporting statement, may not exceed 500 words. We 
believe the Proposal contains more than 500 words. Accordingly, you must revise the 
Proposal so that it does not exceed 500 words. 

The SEC's rules require that any response to this letter be postmarked or 
transmitted electronically no later than 14 calendar days from the date you receive this 
letter. Please address any response to me at Johnson & Johnson, One Johnson & Johnson 
Plaza, New Brunswick, NJ 08933, Attention: Corporate Secretary. For your convenience, 
a copy of the Rule is enclosed. 

Once we receive any response, we will be in a position to determine whether the 
Proposal is eligible for inclusion in the proxy materials for the Company's 2021 Annual 
Meeting of Shareholders. We reserve the right to seek relief from the Securities and 
Exchange Commission as appropriate. 

In the interim, you should feel free to contact either my colleague, Renee Brutus, 
Assistant Corporate Secretary, at (732) 524-1531 or me at (732) 524-3292 if you wish to 
discuss the Proposal or have any questions or concerns that we can help to address. 

Very truly yours, 

Matthew Orlando 

cc: Renee Brutus 



N~TION~L CENTER 
FOR PUBLIC POLICY RESEARCH 

Via FedEx 

November 19, 2020 

Matthew Orlando, Corporate Secretary 
Johnson & Johnson 
Office of the Corporate Secretary 
One Johnson & Johnson Plaza 
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08933 

Dear Mr. Orlando, 

Enclosed please find a Proof of Ownership letter from UBS Financial Services Inc. in connection 
with the shareholder proposal submitted under Rule 14(a)-8 (Proposals of Security Holders) of 
the United States Securities and Exchange Commission's proxy regulations by the National 
Center for Public Policy Research to Johnson & Johnson on November 5, 2020. 

Copies of correspondence or a request for a "no-action" letter should be forwarded to Justin 
Danhof, Esq, General Counsel, National Center for Public Policy Research, 20 F Street, NW, 
Suite 700, Washington, DC 20001 and emailed to JDanhof@nationalcenter.org. 

Sincerely, 

Justin Danhof, Esq. 

Enclosure: UBS Ownership Verification Letter 

20 F Street, 1 W Su ite 700 
Washington, DC 20001 

Tel. (202)507-6398 
www.nationalcen ter.org 



$UBS 

Matthew Orlando, Corporate Secretary 
Office of the Corporate Secretary 
One Johnson & Johnson Plaza 
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08933 

November 19, 2020 

UBS Financial Services Inc. 
1000 Harbor Boulevard 
Weehawken, NJ 07086 
Tel 877-827-7870 
FAX 877-785-8404 

UBS Wealth Advice Center 

www.ubs.com 

Confirmation: Information regarding the account of The National Center for Public Policy 
Research 

Dear Mr. Orlando, 

The following client has requested UBS Financial Services Inc. to provide you with a letter of 
reference to confirm its banking relationship with our firm . 

The National Center for Public Policy Research has been a valued client of ours since October 2002 
and as of the close of business on 11/05/2020, the National Center for Public Research held, and has 
held continuously for at least one year 145 shares of Johnson & Johnson common stock. UBS 
continues to hold the said stock. 

Please be aware this account is a securities account not a "bank" account. Securities, mutual funds, 
and other non-deposit investment products are not FDIC-insured or bank guaranteed and are subject 
to market fluctuation. 

Questions 
If you have any questions about this information, please contact Reese Bickham at (844) 964-0333. 

UBS Financial Services is a member firm of the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (SIPC). 

Sincerely 

Catherine Reese Bickham 
Financial Advisor 
UBS Financial Services Inc. 

UBS Financial Services Inc. is a subsidiary of UBS AG. 
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B~ Business Roundtable 

Statement on the Purpose of a Corporation 

Americans deserve an economy that allows each person to succeed through hard work and creativity 
and to lead a life of meaning and dignity. We believe the free-market system is the best means of 
generating good jobs, a strong and sustainable economy, innovation, a healthy environment and 
economic opportunity for all. 

Businesses play a vital role in the economy by creating jobs, fostering innovation and providing 
essential goods and services. Businesses make and sell consumer products; manufacture equipment 
and vehicles; support the national defense; grow and produce food; provide health care; generate 
and deliver energy; and offer financial, communications and other services that underpin economic 
growth. 

While each of our individual companies serves its own corporate purpose, we share a fundamental 
commitment to all of our stakeholders. We commit to: 

Delivering value to our customers. We will further the tradition of American companies 
leading the way in meeting or exceeding customer expectations. 

Investing in our employees. This starts with compensating them fairly and providing important 
benefits. It also includes supporting them through training and education that help develop 
new skills for a rapidly changing world. We foster diversity and inclusion, dignity and respect. 

Dealing fairly and ethically with our suppliers. We are dedicated to serving as good partners to 
the other companies, large and small, that help us meet our missions. 

Supporting the communities in which we work. We respect the people in our communities 
and protect the environment by embracing sustainable practices across our businesses. 

Generating long-term value for shareholders, who provide the capital that allows companies 
to invest, grow and innovate. We are committed to transparency and effective engagement 
with shareholders. 

Each of our stakeholders is essential. We commit to deliver value to all of them, for the future success 
of our companies, our communities and our country. 

Released: August 19, 2019 
Signatures Updated: September 2019, December 2019, February 2020, April 2020, June 2020, August 
2020, September 2020 and October 2020. 
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Our Credo 

We believe our first responsibility is to the patients, doctors and 

nurses, to mothers and fathers and all others who use our products 

and services. In meeting their needs everything we do must be of 

high quality. We must constantly strive to provide value, reduce our 

costs and maintain reasonable prices. Customers' orders must be 

serviced promptly and accurately. Our business partners must have 

an opportunity to make a fair profit. 

We are responsible to our employees who work with us throughout 

the world. We must provide an inclusive work environment where 

each person must be considered as an individual. We must respect 

their diversity and dignity and recognize their merit. They must 

have a sense of security, fulfillment and purpose in their jobs. 

Compensation must be fair and adequate and working conditions 

clean, orderly and safe. We must support the health and well-being 

of our employees and help them fulfill their family and other personal 

responsibilities. Employees must feel free to make suggestions 

and complaints. There must be equal opportunity for employment, 

development and advancement for those qualified. We must provide 

highly capable leaders and their actions must be just and ethical. 

We are responsible to the communities in which we live and work 

and to the world community as well. We must help people be 

healthier by supporting better access and care in more places 

around the world. We must be good citizens - support good works 

and charities, better health and education, and bear our fair share 

of taxes. We must maintain in good order the property we are 

privileged to use, protecting the environment and natural resources. 

Our final responsibility is to our stockholders. Business must make 

a sound profit. We must experiment with new ideas. Research must 

be carried on, innovative programs developed, investments made for 

the future and mistakes paid for. New equipment must be purchased, 

new facilities provided and new products launched. Reserves must 

be created to provide for adverse times. When we operate according 

to these principles, the stockholders should realize a fair return. 
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I I RESPONSIB ILITY STANDARDS FOR SUPPLIERS

Our Credo
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8P"OGGVKPI"VJGKT"PGGFU"GXGT[VJKPI"YG"FQ"OWUV"DG"QH"JKIJ"SWCNKV[("BG"OWUV"

EQPUVCPVN["UVTKXG"VQ"TGFWEG"QWT"EQUVU"KP"QTFGT"VQ"OCKPVCKP"TGCUQPCDNG"RTKEGU("

3WUVQOGTU]"QTFGTU"OWUV"DG"UGTXKEGF"RTQORVN["CPF"CEEWTCVGN[("<WT"UWRRNKGTU"

CPF"FKUVTKDWVQTU"OWUV"JCXG"CP"QRRQTVWPKV["VQ"OCMG"C"HCKT"RTQ!V("

BG"CTG"TGURQPUKDNG"VQ"QWT"GORNQ[GGU&"VJG"OGP"CPF"YQOGP"YJQ"YQTM"YKVJ"

WU"VJTQWIJQWV"VJG"YQTNF("5XGT[QPG"OWUV"DG"EQPUKFGTGF"CU"CP"KPFKXKFWCN("BG"

OWUV"TGURGEV"VJGKT"FKIPKV["CPF"TGEQIPK\G"VJGKT"OGTKV("AJG["OWUV"JCXG"C"UGPUG"QH"

UGEWTKV["KP"VJGKT"LQDU("3QORGPUCVKQP"OWUV"DG"HCKT"CPF"CFGSWCVG&"CPF"YQTMKPI"

EQPFKVKQPU"ENGCP&"QTFGTN["CPF"UCHG("BG"OWUV"DG"OKPFHWN"QH"YC[U"VQ"JGNR"QWT"

GORNQ[GGU"HWN!NN"VJGKT"HCOKN["TGURQPUKDKNKVKGU("5ORNQ[GGU"OWUV"HGGN"HTGG"VQ"OCMG"

UWIIGUVKQPU"CPF"EQORNCKPVU("AJGTG"OWUV"DG"GSWCN"QRRQTVWPKV["HQT"GORNQ[OGPV&"

FGXGNQROGPV"CPF"CFXCPEGOGPV"HQT"VJQUG"SWCNK!GF("BG"OWUV"RTQXKFG"

EQORGVGPV"OCPCIGOGPV&"CPF"VJGKT"CEVKQPU"OWUV"DG"LWUV"CPF"GVJKECN("

BG"CTG"TGURQPUKDNG"VQ"VJG"EQOOWPKVKGU"KP"YJKEJ"YG"NKXG"CPF"YQTM"CPF"VQ"VJG"

YQTNF"EQOOWPKV["CU"YGNN("BG"OWUV"DG"IQQF"EKVK\GPU"^"UWRRQTV"IQQF"YQTMU"

CPF"EJCTKVKGU"CPF"DGCT"QWT"HCKT"UJCTG"QH"VCZGU("BG"OWUV"GPEQWTCIG"EKXKE"

KORTQXGOGPVU"CPF"DGVVGT"JGCNVJ"CPF"GFWECVKQP("BG"OWUV"OCKPVCKP"KP"IQQF"

QTFGT"VJG"RTQRGTV["YG"CTG"RTKXKNGIGF"VQ"WUG&"RTQVGEVKPI"VJG"GPXKTQPOGPV"CPF"

PCVWTCN"TGUQWTEGU("

<WT"!PCN"TGURQPUKDKNKV["KU"VQ"QWT"UVQEMJQNFGTU("2WUKPGUU"OWUV"OCMG"C"UQWPF"

RTQ!V("BG"OWUV"GZRGTKOGPV"YKVJ"PGY"KFGCU("?GUGCTEJ"OWUV"DG"ECTTKGF"QP&"

KPPQXCVKXG"RTQITCOU"FGXGNQRGF"CPF"OKUVCMGU"RCKF"HQT(";GY"GSWKROGPV"OWUV"

DG"RWTEJCUGF&"PGY"HCEKNKVKGU"RTQXKFGF"CPF"PGY"RTQFWEVU"NCWPEJGF("?GUGTXGU"

OWUV"DG"ETGCVGF"VQ"RTQXKFG"HQT"CFXGTUG"VKOGU("BJGP"YG"QRGTCVG"CEEQTFKPI"VQ"

VJGUG"RTKPEKRNGU&"VJG"UVQEMJQNFGTU"UJQWNF"TGCNK\G"C"HCKT"TGVWTP(
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Guiding Principles 
GSP#8ZX[LYTP^#_SL_#NZX[]T^P#_SP#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#;LXTWd#ZQ#8ZX[LYTP^#

%>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYTP^&#SZWO#_SPX^PWaP^#_Z#STRS#^_LYOL]O^#_SL_'#LWZYR#

bT_S#Z`]#XLYLRPXPY_#[STWZ^Z[Sd'#L]P#PXMZOTPO#TY#B`]#8]POZ)#GSP^P#F_LYOL]O^#

]P"PN_#Z`]#TY_P]YLW#aLW`P^#LYO#_SP#Pc[PN_L_TZY^#ZQ#Pc_P]YLW#^_LVPSZWOP]^'#^`NS#L^#

N`^_ZXP]^'#]PR`WL_Z]^'#TYaP^_Z]^#LYO#_SP#[`MWTN)#JP#!YO#M`^TYP^^#]PWL_TZY^ST[^#

L]P#XZ]P#[]ZO`N_TaP#LYO#PQQPN_TaP#bSPY#_SPd#L]P#M`TW_#ZY#_]`^_'#X`_`LW#]P^[PN_#

LYO#NZXXZY#aLW`P^'#LYO#^PPV#]PWL_TZY^ST[^#bT_S#^`[[WTP]^#bSZ#^SL]P#L#NZXXZY#

NZXXT_XPY_#_Z4#

,#f#8ZX[Wd#bT_S#L[[WTNLMWP#WLb^#LYO#]PR`WL_TZY^5

-#f#7PSLaP#P_STNLWWd#LYO#bT_S#TY_PR]T_d5

.#f#=Y_PR]L_P#\`LWT_d#TY_Z#M`^TYP^^#[]ZNP^^P^5

/#f#EP^[PN_#S`XLY#LYO#PX[WZdXPY_#]TRS_^5#

0#f#C]ZXZ_P#_SP#^LQP_d'#SPLW_S#LYO#bPWW(MPTYR#ZQ#PX[WZdPP^5#

1#f##:XM]LNP#^`^_LTYLMTWT_d#LYO#Z[P]L_P#TY#LY#PYaT]ZYXPY_LWWd#]P^[ZY^TMWP#XLYYP]5

2#f##=X[WPXPY_#XLYLRPXPY_#^d^_PX^#_Z#XLTY_LTY#M`^TYP^^#NZY_TY`T_d'#

[P]QZ]XLYNP#RZaP]YLYNP#LYO#NZY_TY`Z`^#TX[]ZaPXPY_5#LYO

3#f##9T^NWZ^P#TYQZ]XL_TZY#L^^ZNTL_PO#bT_S#_SP#^`[[WTP]l̂ #TX[LN_#ZY#_SP#

PYaT]ZYXPY_#LYO#^ZNTLW#T^^`P^

-
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JP#MPWTPaP#_SL_#bSPY#_SP^P#R`TOTYR#[]TYNT[WP^#L]P#QZWWZbPO'#MZ_S#M`^TYP^^P^#

LYO#NZXX`YT_TP^#]PLWTeP#PNZYZXTN'#^ZNTLW#LYO#PYaT]ZYXPY_LW#MPYP!_^)#JP#

OPaPWZ[PO#_SP#QZWWZbTYR#^P_#ZQ#F_LYOL]O^#_Z#L^^T^_#`^#bT_S#^PWPN_TYR#^`[[WTP]^#

bSZ#Z[P]L_P#TY#L#XLYYP]#NZY^T^_PY_#bT_S#_SP^P#R`TOTYR#[]TYNT[WP^#LYO#_Z#

^`[[Z]_#Z`]#^`[[WTP]^#TY#`YOP]^_LYOTYR#LYO#`[SZWOTYR#Z`]#Pc[PN_L_TZY^)#JP#

^_]TaP#_Z#TYNW`OP#PWPXPY_^#ZQ#_SP^P#F_LYOL]O^#TY#[`]NSL^TYR#NZY_]LN_^'#LYO#

XLd#_LVP#^_P[^#_Z#L^^P^^#L#^`[[WTP]l̂ #NZYQZ]XLYNP#_Z#_SPX)#JSPY#L[[]Z[]TL_P'#

>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYTP^#XLd#bZ]V#bT_S#^`[[WTP]^#_Z#TOPY_TQd#LR]PPO#

`[ZY#LN_TZY^#LYO#_TXPWTYP^#_Z#LNSTPaP#TX[]ZaPXPY_)#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#

8ZX[LYTP^#NZY^TOP]#[]ZR]P^^#TY#XPP_TYR#_SP^P#Pc[PN_L_TZY^#LYO#ZYRZTYR#

[P]QZ]XLYNP#TY#_SPT]#^Z`]NTYR#OPNT^TZY^)

Legal Compliance 
F`[[WTP]^#_Z#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYTP^#L]P#Pc[PN_PO#_Z#Z[P]L_P#TY#

NZX[WTLYNP#bT_S#LWW#L[[WTNLMWP#WLb^#LYO#]PR`WL_TZY^#ZQ#_SP#NZ`Y_]TP^'#^_L_P^#

LYO#WZNLWT_TP^#TY#bSTNS#_SPd#Z[P]L_P)#GST^#TYNW`OP^#WLb^#LYO#]PR`WL_TZY^#]PWL_PO#

_Z#P_STNLW#M`^TYP^^#[]LN_TNP^'#\`LWT_d'#WLMZ]#LYO#PX[WZdXPY_#[]LN_TNP^'#L^#bPWW#

L^#SPLW_S'#^LQP_d#LYO#PYaT]ZYXPY_LW#[]Z_PN_TZY)#F`[[WTP]^#L]P#LW^Z#Pc[PN_PO#

_Z#NZYQZ]X#_SPT]#[]LN_TNP^#_Z#RPYP]LWWd#LNNP[_PO#TYO`^_]d#^_LYOL]O^'#ZM_LTY#

LYO#XLTY_LTY#LWW#L[[WTNLMWP#[P]XT_^'#WTNPY^P^#LYO#]PRT^_]L_TZY^'#LYO#Z[P]L_P#

TY#LNNZ]OLYNP#bT_S#[P]XT_#WTXT_L_TZY^#LYO#]P\`T]PXPY_^#L_#LWW#_TXP^)

-
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Ethics and Business Conduct
F`[[WTP]^#_Z#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYTP^#L]P#Pc[PN_PO#_Z#MPSLaP#P_STNLWWd#

LYO#bT_S#TY_PR]T_d#TY#LWW#M`^TYP^^#_]LY^LN_TZY^)#6^#^`NS'#_SPd#^SLWW4#

m##H[SZWO#^_LYOL]O^#QZ]#QLT]#M`^TYP^^#[]LN_TNP^#TYNW`OTYR#LNN`]L_P#LYO#_]`_SQ`W#

LOaP]_T^TYR'#LYO#QLT]#NZX[P_T_TZY5#

m##C]ZSTMT_#_SP#[LdXPY_#ZQ#M]TMP^'#TWWPRLW#[ZWT_TNLW#NZY_]TM`_TZY^'#Z]#Z_SP]#TWWTNT_#

[LdXPY_^#Z]#NZY^TOP]L_TZY#QZ]#LYd#]PL^ZY'#TYNW`OTYR#_SP#bLTaP]#ZQ#[PYLW_TP^#

Z]#!YP^#Z]#_SP#]PNPT[_#ZQ#LYd#Z_SP]#^[PNTLW#MPYP!_^#Z]#RTQ_^5

m##C]ZSTMT_#!YLYNTLW#Z]#[]ZQP^^TZYLW#NZY"TN_^#ZQ#TY_P]P^_5

m##:Y^`]P#_SL_#bZ]VP]^#]P[Z]_#NZYNP]Y^#Z]#TWWPRLW#LN_TaT_TP^#TY#_SP#bZ]V[WLNP#

bT_SZ`_#_S]PL_#ZQ#]P[]T^LW'#TY_TXTOL_TZY#Z]#SL]L^^XPY_5

m##FLQPR`L]O#LRLTY^_#TX[]Z[P]#`^P#ZQ#TY_PWWPN_`LW#[]Z[P]_d'#TYNW`OTYR#OT^NWZ^`]P#

ZQ#NZY!OPY_TLW#Z]#^PY^T_TaP#TYQZ]XL_TZY'#TYNW`OTYR#[]TNTYR'#PX[WZdPP#LYO#[L_TPY_#

TYQZ]XL_TZY5

m##@LTY_LTY#LY#PYaT]ZYXPY_#ZQ#_]LY^[L]PYNd'#NZWWLMZ]L_TZY#LYO#TYYZaL_TZY5#LYO

m##G]PL_#LYd#LYTXLW^#`^PO#TY#T_^#LN_TaT_TP^#TY#LY#P_STNLW#LYO#S`XLYP#XLYYP]#LYO#

QZWWZb#_SP#[]TYNT[WP^#ZQ#]P[WLNPXPY_'#]P!YPXPY_#LYO#]PO`N_TZY#ZQ#WLMZ]L_Z]d#

]P^PL]NS#LYTXLW#_P^_TYR)

-
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Quality 
F`[[WTP]^#_Z#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYTP^#L]P#Pc[PN_PO#_Z#[]ZaTOP#

RZZO^#LYO#^P]aTNP^#_SL_#NZY^T^_PY_Wd#XPP_#N`^_ZXP]^l#YPPO^'#L]P#^LQP#QZ]#

_SPT]#TY_PYOPO#`^P#LYO#[P]QZ]X#L^#TY_PYOPO)#JSTWP#^`[[WTP]^#X`^_#XPP_#_SP#

^[PNT!NL_TZY^#LR]PPO#`[ZY#TY#_SP#L[[WTNLMWP#LR]PPXPY_'#[`]NSL^P#Z]OP]#Z]#

Z_SP]#NZY_]LN_`LW#]PWL_TZY^ST['#^`[[WTP]^#X`^_#LW^Z#XPP_#NP]_LTY#XTYTX`X#\`LWT_d#

]P\`T]PXPY_^#TYNW`OTYR#NZX[WTLYNP#bT_S#]PR`WL_TZY^#bSP]P#_SPT]#[]ZO`N_^#XLd#

MP#^ZWO)#6^#^`NS'#_SPd#^SLWW4

m##:^_LMWT^S#LYO#XLTY_LTY#D`LWT_d#NZY_]ZW^#_Z#[]Z_PN_#_SP#TY_PR]T_d#ZQ#_SP#RZZO^#

LYO#^P]aTNP^#[]ZaTOPO5

m##AZ_TQd#_SP#]PWPaLY_#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYd#ZQ#[]Z[Z^PO#NSLYRP^#_Z#

^[PNT!NL_TZY^'#XP_SZO^'#^`[[WTP]^'#XL_P]TLW^*NZX[ZYPY_^'#XLY`QLN_`]TYR*

^`[[Wd#[]ZNP^^'#XLY`QLN_`]TYR#WZNL_TZY#Z]#P\`T[XPY_#TY#Z]OP]#_Z#OP_P]XTYP#

TX[LN_#ZY#_SP#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYdl̂ #C]ZO`N_5

m##CP]XT_#_SP#]PWPaLY_#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYd#Z]#LY#L`_SZ]TePO#OPWPRL_P#

_Z#NZYO`N_#D`LWT_d#L`OT_^#ZQ#_SP#QLNTWT_TP^'#^d^_PX^#LYO*Z]#OZN`XPY_^#]PWL_PO#

_Z#_SP#RZZO^#LYO#^P]aTNP^#[]ZaTOPO'#LYO#[]ZX[_Wd#[]ZaTOP#]P^[ZY^P^#LYO#_LVP#

NZ]]PN_TaP#LN_TZY^#_Z#]PXPOd#LYd#ZM^P]aL_TZY^#NT_PO5

m##AZ_TQd#_SP#]PWPaLY_#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYd#ZQ#^TRYT!NLY_#<PLW_S#

6`_SZ]T_d#TY^[PN_TZY^#LYO#]PR`WL_Z]d#T^^`P^'#^`NS#L^4#bL]YTYR#WP__P]^'#;96#

QZ]X#/3.#ZM^P]aL_TZY^'#WP__P]^#ZQ#YZY(NZX[WTLYNP'#^PTe`]P^#LYO#TYU`YN_TZY^'#

TYNW`OTYR#LYd#ZM^P]aL_TZY^#]PWL_PO#_Z#_SP#[]ZO`N_^#ZQ#LYd#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#

8ZX[LYd5#LYO#

m##:Y^`]P#_SL_#LWW#[LWWP_^#`^PO#_Z#^`[[Wd#RZZO^#_Z#LYd#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#

8ZX[LYd#NZX[Wd#bT_S#_SP#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#CLWWP_#CZWTNd)

-
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Health, Safety and  
Well-being of Employees 
F`[[WTP]^#_Z#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYTP^#L]P#Pc[PN_PO#_Z#XLTY_LTY#_SP#

bZ]V[WLNP#LYO#LYd#WTaTYR#\`L]_P]^#`^PO#_Z#SZ`^P#PX[WZdPP^#TY#L#NWPLY'#Z]OP]Wd#

LYO#^LQP#XLYYP])#6^#^`NS'#_SPd#^SLWW4

m##C]ZaTOP#YPNP^^L]d#QLNTWT_TP^#%P)R)'#_bZ#XPLY^#ZQ#PR]P^^#_Z#^LQPWd#PcT_#L]PL^*

M`TWOTYR^&#LYO#P\`T[XPY_#%P)R)'#!]P#LWL]X^#LYO#OP_PN_TZY#^d^_PX^&#_Z#L^^`]P#_SP#

SPLW_S'#^LQP_d#LYO#bPWW(MPTYR#ZQ#PX[WZdPP^#LYO#aT^T_Z]^5

m##=X[WPXPY_#[]ZR]LX^#_Z#[]Z_PN_#bZ]VP]^#LYO#[]PaPY_#Z]#NZY_]ZW#PX[WZdPP#

Pc[Z^`]P^#_Z#bZ]V[WLNP#SLeL]O^#TYNW`OTYR#NSPXTNLW'#MTZWZRTNLW#LYO#[Sd^TNLW#

SLeL]O^5

m##=X[WPXPY_#[]ZR]LX^#_Z#XLYLRP#[]ZNP^^P^#^LQPWd#LYO#[]PaPY_#NL_L^_]Z[STN#

PaPY_^5

m##=X[WPXPY_#[]ZR]LX^#_SL_#[]ZXZ_P#LNNP^^#_Z#SPLW_S#[]ZR]LX^#_SL_#[Z^T_TaPWd#

TX[LN_#_SP#SPLW_S#ZQ#PX[WZdPP^5

m##=OPY_TQd#[Z_PY_TLW#PXP]RPYNd#^T_`L_TZY^'#TX[WPXPY_#[]PaPY_TaP#XPL^`]P^'#LYO#MP#

[]P[L]PO#_Z#PcPN`_P#PXP]RPYNd#]P^[ZY^P#[]ZNPO`]P^5

m##C]ZaTOP#^LQP_d#LYO#SPLW_S#TYQZ]XL_TZY#]PWL_PO#_Z#SLeL]OZ`^#XL_P]TLW^#LYO#

YPNP^^L]d#ZNN`[L_TZYLW#SPLW_S#LYO#^LQP_d#_]LTYTYR5#LYO#

m##:Y^`]P#_SL_#SPLW_S#LYO#^LQP_d#[]ZR]LX#]P\`T]PXPY_^#L]P#NZY^T^_PY_#QZ]#

NZY_]LN_Z]^#LYO#^`MNZY_]LN_Z]^#bZ]VTYR#L_#^`[[WTP]l̂ #QLNTWT_TP^)

-
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Sustainability and 
Environmental Responsibility 
F`[[WTP]^#_Z#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYTP^#L]P#Pc[PN_PO#_Z#Z[P]L_P#TY#L#

^`^_LTYLMWP#LYO#PYaT]ZYXPY_LWWd#]P^[ZY^TMWP#XLYYP])#6^#^`NS'#_SPd#^SLWW4

m##JZ]V#_Z#]PO`NP#_SP#PYaT]ZYXPY_LW#TX[LN_^#ZQ#_SPT]#Z[P]L_TZY^#TYNW`OTYR#

YL_`]LW#]P^Z`]NP#NZY^`X[_TZY'#XL_P]TLW^#^Z`]NTYR'#bL^_P#RPYP]L_TZY'#

bL^_PbL_P]#OT^NSL]RP^#LYO#LT]#PXT^^TZY^5

m##=X[WPXPY_#[]ZR]LX^#_Z#XLYLRP#bL^_PbL_P]#LYO#LT]#PXT^^TZY^#PY^`]TYR#

NZX[WTLYNP#LYO#[]Z_PN_TZY#ZQ#S`XLY#SPLW_S#LYO#_SP#PYaT]ZYXPY_5

m##C]PaPY_#LNNTOPY_LW#^[TWW^#LYO#]PWPL^P^#ZQ#SLeL]OZ`^#XL_P]TLW^#TY_Z#_SP#

PYaT]ZYXPY_#LYO#LOaP]^P#PYaT]ZYXPY_LW#TX[LN_^#ZY#_SP#WZNLW#NZXX`YT_d5

m##=X[WPXPY_#[]ZR]LX^#_Z#XLYLRP#^ZWTO#bL^_P%^&#NZX[WTLY_Wd#LYO#]P^[ZY^TMWd#TY#

]PRL]O#_Z#_SP#PYaT]ZYXPY_'#PX[WZdPP#^LQP_d#LYO#[`MWTN#SPLW_S'#Q]ZX#RPYP]L_TZY#

_S]Z`RS#NZWWPN_TZY'#^_Z]LRP'#_]LY^[Z]_L_TZY#LYO#`W_TXL_P#OT^[Z^LW5

m##=X[WPXPY_#[]ZR]LX^#_Z#PY^`]P#[]ZO`N_^#OZ#YZ_#NZY_LTY#]P^_]TN_PO#Z]#MLYYPO#

XL_P]TLW^5#LYO

m##=X[WPXPY_#[]ZR]LX^#_Z#aP]TQd#_SL_#[WLY_*QZ]P^_#XL_P]TLW^#LYO#OP]TaL_TaP^#

[`]NSL^PO#L]P#WPRLWWd#SL]aP^_PO#LYO#Pc[Z]_PO*TX[Z]_PO)

-
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Human Rights,  
Labor and Employment 
F`[[WTP]^#_Z#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYTP^#L]P#Pc[PN_PO#_Z#_]PL_#[PZ[WP#bT_S#

OTRYT_d#LYO#]P^[PN_)#6^#^`NS'#_SPd#^SLWW4

m##AZ_#PYRLRP#TY#LYd#QZ]X#ZQ#S`XLY#_]LQ!NVTYR#%QZ]#PcLX[WP'#Md#`^TYR#QZ]NP'#

Q]L`O#Z]#NZP]NTZY#_Z#^`MUPN_#L#[P]^ZY#_Z#TYaZW`Y_L]d#^P]aT_`OP'#[PZYLRP'#OPM_#

MZYOLRP#Z]#^WLaP]d&'#[]ZN`]P#NZXXP]NTLW#^Pc#LN_^#Z]#`^P#QZ]NPO#WLMZ]#%QZ]#

PcLX[WP'#Md#VYZbTYRWd#[]ZaTOTYR#WLMZ]#Q]ZX#L#[P]^ZY#Md#_S]PL_^#ZQ#^P]TZ`^#SL]X#

_Z#_SL_#[P]^ZY#Z]#LYZ_SP]#[P]^ZY&5

m##8ZX[Wd#bT_S#_SP#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#<`XLY#G]LQ!NVTYR#CZWTNd5

m##AZ_#OP^_]Zd'#NZYNPLW'#NZY!^NL_P'#Z]#Z_SP]bT^P#OPYd#PX[WZdPP^'#NZY_]LN_Z]^#Z]#

^`MNZY_]LN_Z]^#LNNP^^#_Z#^`NS#[P]^ZYl̂ #TOPY_T_d#Z]#TXXTR]L_TZY#OZN`XPY_^'#`^P#

XT^WPLOTYR#Z]#Q]L`O`WPY_#]PN]`T_TYR#[]LN_TNP^'#`^P#]PN]`T_P]^#_SL_#OZ#YZ_#NZX[Wd#

bT_S#WZNLW#WLMZ]#WLb^#TY#_SP#NZ`Y_]d#bSP]P#_SP#]PN]`T_TYR#_LVP^#[WLNP'#NSL]RP#

]PN]`T_TYR#QPP^'#Pc[PN_#bZ]VP]^#_Z#[Ld#QZ]#L#UZM'#[]ZaTOP#SZ`^TYR#_SL_#OZP^#YZ_#

XPP_#_SP#^_LYOL]O^#ZQ#_SP#NZ`Y_]d#bSP]P#bZ]V#T^#[P]QZ]XPO'#Z]#QLTW#_Z#[]ZaTOP#

LY#PX[WZdXPY_#NZY_]LN_#Z]#]PN]`T_XPY_#LR]PPXPY_#TQ#]P\`T]PO#Md#WLb5

m##C]ZaTOP#]P_`]Y#_]LY^[Z]_#QZ]#_SP#[P]^ZY#TQ#^`[[WTP]#SL^#_]LY^[Z]_PO#Z]#[LTO#

%OT]PN_Wd#Z]#TYOT]PN_Wd&#_Z#_]LY^[Z]_#LY#PX[WZdPP'#NZY_]LN_Z]#Z]#^`MNZY_]LN_Z]#

Q]ZX#LYZ_SP]#NZ`Y_]d#_Z#_SP#NZ`Y_]d#bSP]P#^`NS#PX[WZdPP#bTWW#[P]QZ]X#bZ]V5

m##:Y^`]P#_SL_#PX[WZdPP^#SLaP#Q]PPOZX#ZQ#XZaPXPY_#LYO#L]P#Q]PP#_Z#WPLaP#_SPT]#

PX[WZdXPY_#LQ_P]#]PL^ZYLMWP#YZ_TNP5

-
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m##AZ_#OT^N]TXTYL_P#LRLTY^_#Z]#SL]L^^#LY#TYOTaTO`LW#ZY#_SP#ML^T^#ZQ#]LNP'#NZWZ]'#

]PWTRTZY'#RPYOP]'#[]PRYLYNd'#<=I#^_L_`^'#SPLW_S#^_L_`^'#^Pc`LW#Z]TPY_L_TZY'#

YL_TZYLW#Z]TRTY'#LRP'#OT^LMTWT_d'#aP_P]LYl̂ #^_L_`^'#XL]T_LW#^_L_`^#Z]#[ZWT_TNLW#

LQ!WTL_TZY5

m##AZ_#_]PL_#Z]#_S]PL_PY#_Z#_]PL_#LY#TYOTaTO`LW#SL]^SWd#Z]#TYS`XLYPWd)#<L]^S#

Z]#TYS`XLYP#_]PL_XPY_#TYNW`OP^#^Pc`LW#SL]L^^XPY_#Z]#LM`^P'#NZ][Z]LW#

[`YT^SXPY_#LYO*Z]#NZP]NTZY5##

m##EP^[PN_#bZ]VP]^l#]TRS_^#_Z#]P^_#LYO#WPT^`]P#LYO#LaZTO#`Y^LQP#bZ]VTYR#

NZYOT_TZY^#Md#[]ZaTOTYR#^`Q!NTPY_#]P^_#[P]TZO^#O`]TYR#_SP#bZ]VOLd'#SZYZ]#

LR]PPO#`[ZY#OLd^#ZQQ#Q]ZX#bZ]V#LYO#XLcTX`X#bZ]VTYR#SZ`]^5

m##CLd#QLT]#bLRP^#_SL_#XPP_#Z]#PcNPPO#WPRLW#XTYTX`X#QZ]#LWW#SZ`]^#bZ]VPO#LYO#

NWPL]Wd#NZXX`YTNL_P#_SP#bLRP^#_SL_#PX[WZdPP^#L]P#_Z#MP#[LTO#TY#LOaLYNP#ZQ#

NZXXPYNTYR#bZ]V)#8ZXX`YTNL_P#_Z#LWW#PX[WZdPP^#TQ#ZaP]_TXP#T^#]P\`T]PO#LYO#

_SP#bLRP^#_Z#MP#[LTO#QZ]#^`NS#ZaP]_TXP5

m##8ZX[Wd#bT_S#_SP#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#:X[WZdXPY_#ZQ#KZ`YR#CP]^ZY^#CZWTNd5#

m##EP^[PN_#bZ]VP]^l#]TRS_^#_Z#XLVP#TYQZ]XPO#OPNT^TZY^#Q]PP#ZQ#NZP]NTZY'#_S]PL_#ZQ#

]P[]T^LW#Z]#`YWLbQ`W#TY_P]QP]PYNP#]PRL]OTYR#_SPT]#OP^T]P#_Z#L^^ZNTL_P#Q]PPWd'#UZTY#

Z]#YZ_#UZTY#Z]RLYTeL_TZY^#Z]#_Z#[PLNPQ`W#L^^PXMWd5

m##EP^[PN_#bZ]VP]^l#]TRS_^#_Z#ML]RLTY#NZWWPN_TaPWd#bT_SZ`_#`YWLbQ`W#TY_P]QP]PYNP5

m##EP^[PN_#bZ]VP]^l#]TRS_^#_Z#]LT^P#NZYNP]Y^#TY#_SP#bZ]V[WLNP#_S]Z`RS#L#

R]TPaLYNP#XPNSLYT^X5#LYO

m##8ZX[Wd#bT_S#]P\`T]PXPY_^#TYNW`OPO#TY#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZYl̂ #F_L_PXPY_#ZY#

8ZY"TN_#@TYP]LW^)

-
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Management Systems 
F`[[WTP]^#_Z#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYTP^#L]P#Pc[PN_PO#_Z#XLYLRP#_SPT]#

LN_TaT_TP^#^d^_PXL_TNLWWd#TY#Z]OP]#_Z#XLTY_LTY#M`^TYP^^#NZY_TY`T_d'#XPP_#_SP#

^_LYOL]O^#^P_#QZ]_S#TY#_ST^#OZN`XPY_#LYO#_Z#TX[]ZaP#_SPT]#Z[P]L_TZY^#NZY_TY`LWWd)#

6^#^`NS'#_SPd#^SLWW4#

m##9PXZY^_]L_P#^PYTZ]#XLYLRPXPY_#NZXXT_XPY_#LYO#LNNZ`Y_LMTWT_d#_S]Z`RS#

[ZWTNTP^'#ZMUPN_TaP^#LYO#QZ]XLW#[]ZNP^^P^5

m##=X[WPXPY_#[]ZNP^^P^#_Z#OPaPWZ['#XLTY_LTY#LYO#NZY_]ZW#OZN`XPY_^#LYO#]PNZ]O^'#

L^#bPWW#L^#LYd#L[[]Z[]TL_P#NZX[WTLYNP(]PWL_PO#]P\`T]PXPY_^5

m##=X[WPXPY_#LYO#XLTY_LTY#[]ZNP^^P^#LYO#^_LYOL]O^#QZ]#OL_L#TY_PR]T_d#LYO#^PN`]T_d#

_Z#PY^`]P#_SL_#T_#T^#[]Z_PN_PO'#NZX[WP_P#LYO#LNN`]L_P5

m##C]ZaTOP#]P^Z`]NP^'#TYNW`OTYR#NZX[P_PY_#[P]^ZYYPW#LYO#L[[]Z[]TL_P#

TYQ]L^_]`N_`]P'#_Z#XLYLRP#]T^V^#LYO#PY^`]P#NZYQZ]XLYNP#_Z#_SP^P#F_LYOL]O^5

m##=X[WPXPY_#[]ZNP^^P^#_Z#NZY_]ZW#_SP#[]ZO`N_TZY#ZQ#[]ZO`N_^#LYO*Z]#XL_P]TLW^#

QZ]#LYd#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYd'#XLYLRP#NSLYRP#PQQPN_TaPWd#LYO#PY^`]P#

N`^_ZXP]#]P\`T]PXPY_^#L]P#^L_T^!PO5

-
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m##=X[WPXPY_#[]ZNP^^P^#_Z#XLYLRP#YZYNZYQZ]XT_d'#TYNTOPY_#]P^[ZY^P#LYO#

PXP]RPYNd#^T_`L_TZY^#]PWL_PO#_Z#[]ZO`N_^'#M`^TYP^^#Z[P]L_TZY^*NZY_TY`T_d#

LYO#_SP^P#F_LYOL]O^'#TYNW`OTYR#_SP#]P[Z]_TYR#ZQ#^`NS#PaPY_^#_Z#L[[WTNLMWP#

]PR`WL_Z]d#L`_SZ]T_TP^#LYO#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYTP^#L^#L[[]Z[]TL_P5

m##=OPY_TQd#LYO#TX[WPXPY_#TX[]ZaPXPY_#RZLW^'#[P]QZ]XLYNP#ZMUPN_TaP^#LYO#

LN_TZY^'#TYNW`OTYR#PQQPN_TaP#NZX[WLTY_#TYaP^_TRL_TZY'#TY_P]YLW#L`OT_#LYO#

NZ]]PN_TaP#LN_TZY#[]ZNP^^P^5

m##9PaPWZ['#TX[WPXPY_#LYO#XLTY_LTY#_]LTYTYR#[]ZR]LX^#_SL_#LNSTPaP#L[[]Z[]TL_P#

WPaPW^#ZQ#VYZbWPORP'#^VTWW^#LYO#LMTWT_TP^#TY#XLYLRPXPY_#LYO#bZ]VP]^#_Z#

LOO]P^^#_SP^P#Pc[PN_L_TZY^5

m##6^^T^_#TY#XLTY_LTYTYR#L#^LQP#LYO#^PN`]P#^`[[Wd#NSLTY'#Md#^`[[WdTYR#L`_SPY_TN#

[]ZO`N_^#XLY`QLN_`]PO#_S]Z`RS#L[[]Z[]TL_P#L`_SZ]TeL_TZY#LYO#LNNZ]OTYR#_Z#

_SP#]P\`T]PXPY_^#T^^`PO#Md#LYd#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYd5#LYO

m##=X[WPXPY_#[]ZNP^^P^#_Z#Pc_PYO#L[[WTNLMWP#PWPXPY_^#ZQ#_SP^P#F_LYOL]O^#_Z#

_SPT]#ZbY#[L]_YP]^#LYO#^`[[WTP]^)

-
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Health Care Compliance  
& Privacy (HCC&P) 
F`[[WTP]^#_Z#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYTP^#LYO#LYd#_ST]O#[L]_d#NZYO`N_TYR#

M`^TYP^^#ZY#Z`]#MPSLWQ#L]P#Pc[PN_PO#_Z#`[SZWO#Z`]#^_]ZYR#^_LYNP#LRLTY^_#M]TMP]d#

LYO#NZ]]`[_TZY'#NZY^T^_PY_#bT_S#_SP#LY_T(NZ]]`[_TZY#WLb^#_SL_#PcT^_#TY#XLYd#

NZ`Y_]TP^#L]Z`YO#_SP#bZ]WO)#6^#^`NS'#TY#NZYYPN_TZY#bT_S#LYd#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#

]PWL_TZY^ST['#_SPd#^SLWW4

m##;ZWWZb#WZNLW#LYO#TY_P]YL_TZYLWWd#L[[WTNLMWP#WLb^#LYO#P_STNLW#^_LYOL]O^#LYO#

^_]TN_Wd#[]ZSTMT_#M]TMP^'#VTNVMLNV^'#TWWPRLW#[LdXPY_^#LYO#LYd#Z_SP]#ZQQP]#ZQ#

T_PX^#ZQ#aLW`P#_SL_#XLd#TYL[[]Z[]TL_PWd#TY"`PYNP#Z]#]PbL]O#L#N`^_ZXP]#_Z#

Z]OP]'#[`]NSL^P#Z]#`^P#Z`]#[]ZO`N_^#LYO#^P]aTNP^'#bSP_SP]#[]ZaTOPO#OT]PN_Wd#

Z]#_S]Z`RS#L#_ST]O#[L]_d'#^`NS#L^#L#OT^_]TM`_Z]'#N`^_ZX^#M]ZVP]#Z]#Z_SP]#LRPY_5

m##6aZTO#LYd#Z_SP]#LN_TZY#_SL_#NZ`WO#TYL[[]Z[]TL_PWd#TY"`PYNP#_SP#XPOTNLW#

OPNT^TZY^#ZQ#SPLW_S#NL]P#[]ZQP^^TZYLW^#LYO#_SP#[`]NSL^TYR#OPNT^TZY^#ZQ#PY_T_TP^#

_SL_#M`d#Z`]#[]ZO`N_^#LYO#^P]aTNP^'#TYNW`OTYR#SPLW_S#NL]P#[]ZQP^^TZYLW^'#

RZaP]YXPY_#]PR`WL_Z]^#LYO#TY^[PN_TZY#L`_SZ]T_TP^5

m##EP^[PN_#_SP#[]TaLNd#ZQ#PX[WZdPP^#LYO#Z_SP]^#bSZ^P#[P]^ZYLW#TYQZ]XL_TZY#

_SPd#SLaP#LNNP^^#_Z'#Md#NZX[WdTYR#bT_S#WZNLW#LYO#L[[WTNLMWP#TY_P]YL_TZYLW#WLb^#

bSPY#NZWWPN_TYR#LYO#^_Z]TYR#[P]^ZYLW#TYQZ]XL_TZY#LMZ`_#PX[WZdPP^'#M`^TYP^^#

[L]_YP]^'#[L_TPY_^'#SPLW_S#NL]P#[]ZQP^^TZYLW^'#NZY^`XP]^#LYO#Z_SP]^'#^`NS#L^#

MT]_S#OL_P^'#LOO]P^^P^#LYO#!YLYNTLW'#XPOTNLW#LYO#Z_SP]#TYQZ]XL_TZY5#LYO

m##8ZWWPN_#[P]^ZYLW#TYQZ]XL_TZY#ZYWd#QZ]#WPRT_TXL_P#M`^TYP^^#[`][Z^P^'#^SL]P#ZYWd#

bT_S#_SZ^P#bSZ#L]P#LWWZbPO#LNNP^^'#[]Z_PN_#TY#LNNZ]OLYNP#bT_S#^PN`]T_d#[ZWTNTP^'#

]P_LTY#ZYWd#QZ]#L^#WZYR#L^#YPNP^^L]d'#LYO#NZY_]LN_`LWWd#ZMWTRL_P#_ST]O#[L]_TP^#bT_S#

LNNP^^#_Z#[P]^ZYLW#TYQZ]XL_TZY#_Z#[]Z_PN_#T_)

-



13 RESPONSIB I LITY STANDARDS FOR SUPPLIERS

Transparency and Disclosure 
F`[[WTP]^#_Z#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYTP^#L]P#Pc[PN_PO#_Z#XLVP#]PL^ZYLMWP#

PQQZ]_^#_Z#[`MWTNWd#OT^NWZ^P#_Z[TN^#LYO#RZLW^#_SL_#L]P#TX[Z]_LY_#_Z#_SP#

Z]RLYTeL_TZYl̂ #TX[LN_#ZY#_SP#PYaT]ZYXPY_#LYO#^ZNTLW#T^^`P^#%P)R)'#ZY#L#bPM^T_P#

Z]#[`MWTNWd#LaLTWLMWP#]P[Z]_&)#

Monitoring and Compliance 
>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYTP^#XLd#PYRLRP#TY#XZYT_Z]TYR#LN_TaT_TP^#_Z#NZY!]X#

L#^`[[WTP]l̂ #NZX[WTLYNP#_Z#_SP^P#F_LYOL]O^'#TYNW`OTYR#ZY(^T_P#L^^P^^XPY_^#

ZQ#QLNTWT_TP^'#`^P#ZQ#\`P^_TZYYLT]P^'#]PaTPb#ZQ#LaLTWLMWP#TYQZ]XL_TZY#Z]#Z_SP]#

XPL^`]P^#YPNP^^L]d#_Z#]PaTPb#^`[[WTP]l̂ #[P]QZ]XLYNP)

>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#8ZX[LYTP^#XLd#OT^\`LWTQd#LYd#[Z_PY_TLW#^`[[WTP]#Z]#

_P]XTYL_P#LYd#]PWL_TZY^ST[#bT_S#L#N`]]PY_#^`[[WTP]#_SL_#SL^#QLTWPO#_Z#NZYQZ]X#

_Z#_SP^P#F_LYOL]O^)#

-



;Z]#XZ]P#TYQZ]XL_TZY'#[WPL^P#aT^T_#`^#L_4##
bbb)UYU)NZX*[L]_YP]^#LYO#SPLW_SQZ]S`XLYT_d]P[Z]_)UYU)NZX

p#8Z[d]TRS_#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#FP]aTNP^'#=YN)#-+,2

GST^#T^#_SP#N`]]PY_#aP]^TZY#ZQ#_SP#>ZSY^ZY#$#>ZSY^ZY#EP^[ZY^TMTWT_d#
F_LYOL]O^#QZ]#F`[[WTP]^'#LYO#T_#^`[P]^POP^#LWW#[]PaTZ`^#aP]^TZY^)
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